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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Online Modeling and Tuning of Parallel Stream Processing Systems
by
Jonathan Curtis Beard
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
Washington University in St. Louis, 2015
Professor Roger Dean Chamberlain, Chair

Writing performant computer programs is hard. Code for high performance applications is profiled, tweaked, and re-factored for months specifically for the hardware for which it is to run. Consumer application code doesn’t get the benefit of endless massaging that benefits high performance code, even though heterogeneous processor environments are beginning to resemble those in more performance oriented arenas. This thesis offers a path to performant, parallel code (through stream processing) which is tuned online and automatically adapts to the environment it is given. This approach has the potential to reduce the tuning costs associated with high performance code and brings the benefit of performance tuning to consumer applications where otherwise it would be cost prohibitive. This thesis introduces a stream processing library and multiple techniques to enable its online modeling and tuning.

Stream processing (also termed data-flow programming) is a compute paradigm that views an application as a set of logical kernels connected via communications links or streams. Stream processing is increasingly used by computational-x and x-informatics fields (e.g., biology, astrophysics) where the focus is on safe and fast parallelization of specific big-data applications. A major advantage of stream processing is that it enables parallelization without necessitating manual end-user management of non-deterministic behavior often characteristic of more traditional parallel processing methods. Many big-data and high performance applications involve high throughput processing, necessitating usage of many parallel compute kernels on
several compute cores. Optimizing the orchestration of kernels has been the focus of much theoretical and empirical modeling work.

Purely theoretical parallel programming models can fail when the assumptions implicit within the model are mis-matched with reality (i.e., the model is incorrectly applied). Often it is unclear if the assumptions are actually being met, even when verified under controlled conditions. Full empirical optimization solves this problem by extensively searching the range of likely configurations under native operating conditions. This, however, is expensive in both time and energy. For large, massively parallel systems, even deciding which modeling paradigm to use is often prohibitively expensive and unfortunately transient (with workload and hardware). In an ideal world, a parallel run-time will re-optimize an application continuously to match its environment, with little additional overhead. This work presents methods aimed at doing just that through low overhead instrumentation, modeling, and optimization. Online optimization provides a good trade-off between static optimization and online heuristics. To enable online optimization, modeling decisions must be fast and relatively accurate.

Online modeling and optimization of a stream processing system first requires the existence of a stream processing framework that is amenable to the intended type of dynamic manipulation. To fill this void, we developed the RaftLib C++ template library, which enables usage of the stream processing paradigm for C++ applications (it is the run-time which is the basis of almost all the work within this dissertation). An application topology is specified by the user, however almost everything else is optimizable by the run-time. RaftLib takes advantage of the knowledge gained during the design of several prior streaming languages (notably Auto-Pipe). The resultant framework enables online migration of tasks, auto-parallelization, online buffer-reallocation, and other useful dynamic behaviors that were not available in many previous stream processing systems. Several benchmark applications
have been designed to assess the performance gains through our approaches and compare performance to other leading stream processing frameworks.

Information is essential to any modeling task, to that end a low-overhead instrumentation framework has been developed which is both dynamic and adaptive. Discovering a fast and relatively optimal configuration for a stream processing application often necessitates solving for buffer sizes within a finite capacity queueing network. We show that a generalized gain/loss network flow model can bootstrap the process under certain conditions. Any modeling effort, requires that a model be selected; often a highly manual task, involving many expensive operations. This dissertation demonstrates that machine learning methods (such as a support vector machine) can successfully select models at run-time for a streaming application. The full set of approaches are incorporated into the open source RaftLib framework.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Gordon Moore conjectured that the number of transistors on a computer chip would double every 18 months\cite{157}. This became known as “Moore’s Law,” which up until recently has been assumed to imply that computing power will roughly double every two years \cite{169}. Increasing frequency and subsequently pipeline depth of processors led the charge to increase computing performance until the start of the 21st century. Diminishing returns due to power limitations has led to the end of this trend. The next (and current) driver of performance is attributed to continuing miniaturization of feature sizes enabling more compute cores to be placed on a chip. Increasing the number of cores on a chip means higher performance for parallel applications, but it also means more power is needed per unit area. With high density compute cores comes the need to dissipate heat efficiently. This problem is known as the “Power Wall” \cite{69}. Yet another limitation, termed the “Memory Wall,” came about because memory access times (i.e., latency and throughput) have stagnated while compute power has doubled roughly every two years \cite{200}. Engineers and scientists saw these trends, often long before they were named. Solutions vary widely, from bigger general purpose processors and specialized cores to highly distributed “cloud” computing.

General purpose multi-core processors are excellent at multi-purpose computation, however increasingly more efficient special purpose processors are used for targeted computational tasks, examples include: General Purpose Graphics Processors (GPGPUs) \cite{147}, the Xeon Phi \cite{98}, customized embedded processors \cite{174} and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) \cite{50}. Most commercially available general purpose processors are actually systems on a chip (or more commonly SoC). Within a SoC multiple sub-processors are found on a chip network, often co-located with multiple memory layers. Systems that include multiple types of processors are generally termed “heterogeneous.” This term can be used for
systems composed of multiple processor types and SoC solutions (within this work we will use the later rather than the former version). Almost all of these systems are capable of some sort of heterogeneous parallel processing (i.e., executing cooperative code on multiple types of resources concurrently). Increasingly architectures are distributed, even at the SoC level (see compute near memory technologies [80]). At a macro level distributed computation is now mainstream, spawning consumer friendly buzz words like “cloud-computing” and “internet-of-things.” How do we effectively program heterogeneous and distributed systems? In multiple instruction set architectures, byte orders, network types, protocols and a dizzying array of other such terms must come together to form a coherent computing platform on which an end user can compute seamlessly.

1.1 Industry Trends

The era of “big-data” is here to stay. Indeed, what is considered “big-data” today will undoubtedly pale in comparison to what will face us in the coming decades. By-in-large the data we have drives innovation, either directly or indirectly. How innovators process that data will directly reflect the rate of innovation in society. The processing of “big-data” is fundamentally changing the way we live. No longer do we have to drive around for hours for the right adapter or the perfect red shirt, search engines have scoured the web for matches to what we want and quickly show us the prices for each. The programmers of big-data applications are often not computer scientists. They are stock analysts, physicists, etc. Their code works but not nearly as well as well modeled code could. A second group of people spend months (even years) re-factoring applications every time a new supercomputer or HPC cluster is built. Both classes of user could benefit from dynamically adaptive code. If automatically tuned code could perform within a fraction of manually tuned code, then many would benefit. HPC users could save millions of dollars in labor costs. Analytics providers could have faster, more actionable data. Even novice programmers could have more efficient programs.

The vast majority of processing cores in the world today are not large desktop-class cores, but smaller, more energy efficient mobile ones. These devices are in our pockets, our watches, and our glasses. The Internet-of-Things revolution has only just begun, with it the need to quickly process “small-data” streams created by these devices (note: small is relative to true
big-data loads which are currently above the terabyte range in many cases\cite{133}). Users want image recognition, voice recognition and many other computationally intensive tasks that are far out of reach with the power levels available to mobile units. The solution is simple: compress and ship the necessary data to processors near the edge of the network. This creates an interesting problem, very similar to the aforementioned heterogeneous compute one. A run-time must find a compute configuration that minimizes latency and maximizes throughput for individual users. The data must be streamed from the user and the processed meta-data streamed back very quickly.

### 1.2 Paradigm Flux

Effectively programming high performance applications for heterogeneous architectures is currently the domain of expert programmers. One of the best programming paradigms to tackle heterogeneous distributed systems is a very old one: stream processing. Why are the current approaches to programming not effective at managing these systems? Specifying computation has gone from languages specified by human modulated switch positions to vibrant written languages of many types. As the designers of all these languages are (we expect) all human, it is only natural that they are largely sequential in their semantics. Humans spend much of their early brain development learning to focus on a single specific strand of thought, logically maneuvering from one task to the next. Many current and popular languages are excellent for expressing this type of paradigm: C, Java, C++, to name but a few.

Extracting parallelism from sequential code is typically done at the compiler and hardware layers\cite{85, 146, 189}. Modern compilers can perform loop unrolling, blocking and insert single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instructions which can perform vector operations in fewer clock cycles than equivalent single arithmetic operation instructions. Hardware can view dependencies within the instruction window and issue multiple instructions whose dependencies are already met, these are re-assembled to restore the illusion that they were executed in serial. The hardware-only approaches are generally limited to a few processors on shared memory architectures, while compiler based approaches have been shown to scale with stencil computations it remains to be seen if they can scale to multi-node distributed computation \cite{57, 85}. While shared memory architectures have been shown to scale, the
performance is generally poor when expanding past a few hundred nodes (even for advanced non-uniform memory access machines [144]). It remains to be seen if newer inter-connect technologies can handle larger distributed shared uniform memory networks.

Explicit user threading is one approach to extract more parallelism from an application, however it is best left to experts who know how to manage non-deterministic behavior inherent with concurrent execution [122]. Approaches such as OpenMP [45] reduce the need to handle threads directly, however they have another issue that limits their performance on large heterogeneous hardware: split/join parallelism. Streaming systems explicitly enable pipelined and task parallelism; tasks can execute as soon as the required resources are available. More distributed approaches such as MPI have done quite well in high-performance and general computation. The code bases underlying most MPI systems are quite optimized through decades of development. MPI programs are often hard to read, and difficult to debug. MPI for high performance computing must also be tuned for each new generation of processor and interconnect combination, this often takes months to years for the types of large scale simulation code used within HPC. MPI also doesn’t adapt well to heterogeneous systems where a distant piece of code can’t always query an accelerator for a particular piece of data that it needs (or ensure its proximity within the network).

Anyone who has had the experience of management, or operations planning, or any other related field that requires utilizing multiple independent resources knows that scheduling parallel independent tasks is often difficult. It is often far easier to give workers completely independent tasks to work on and coordinate synchronization events when they are complete. This is often wasteful if one worker finishes before the other, however with a steady state of continuous work this happens infrequently. The other possibility is to take some tasks originally assigned to another individual and give them to the free worker (this has been given the term “work-stealing” in computer science [5], although earlier usage of “load-balancing” algorithms that are extremely similar are found in the operations research literature [59]). Assembling these workers into a collective unit gives rise to the classic “job-shop” problem where queueing behavior is observed (more on this later). Stream processing is a paradigm that embodies this thought process.

Stream processing (also termed data-flow programming) is a compute paradigm that views an application as a set of compute kernels connected via communications links or “streams.” Each compute kernel is like an independent worker, performing a relatively sequential task
(perhaps however with instruction level parallelism) on a finite (but unknown quantity) of streaming data (it is often convenient to think of this stream as infinite with a multi-phase distribution). Streaming languages and libraries include RaftLib [25, 159] (my own), StreamIt [187], S-Net [84], and others. Stream processing is increasingly used by multidisciplinary fields with names such as computational-x and x-informatics (e.g., biology, astrophysics) where the focus is on safe and fast parallelization of a specific application [130] [190]. With non-expert programmers in mind, intuitive linguistic semantics are quite important to parallel systems. Linguistically, stream processing systems can take many forms. Traditionally programmers assemble building blocks of “kernel” compute units. With RaftLib (described in Chapter 3) I took a mixed approach, attempting to balance C++ style semantics with the more traditional building block approach.

1.3 Turning Streams into Torrents

Many “big-data” applications involve real-time or latency sensitive processing, necessitating usage of many parallel kernels on several compute cores. Optimizing the orchestration of kernels has been the focus of much theoretical and empirical work [19] [20] [23] [124] [148]. Purely theoretical parallel programming models can fail when the assumptions implicit within the model are mis-matched with reality (i.e., the model is incorrectly applied). Full empirical optimization solves this problem by extensively searching the range of configurations under native conditions, this however is expensive in both time and energy. This dissertation focuses on the middle ground; how to quickly apply theory and knows when to fall back to tried and true empirical evaluation.

Many largely theoretical stream processing optimizations focus on synchronous data flow with fixed input and output buffers. By synchronous flow, we assume that there is always only one item removed from the input queue and one item sent to the output queue (and each item is typically the same size). Clearly synchrony and fixed buffers heavily limit the design space over which one can optimize. When these conditions are met, then optimizations can take place statically. What happens when these conditions are not met? Applications such as image processing over the entire web (say picking out red shirts or toasters with associated reviews) are bursty in data-flow and present non-identical workloads to the processors searching them. Clearly a dynamic approach is desirable to optimize this traffic.
The optimization and tuning of stream processing applications on anything other than a single core platform must start with a $k$-way partitioning of the streaming graph onto each core. Once the $k$-way partition is made, each compute kernel must be scheduled to run on each core. Multiple strategies exist for partitioning, even some with provable performance bounds (for synchronous data flow applications). Mapping full applications to diverse sets of hardware requires a multi-objective $k$-way partitioning. One of the key objectives within streaming graph partitioning is to reduce the movement of data and maximize re-use of cache-lines. The partitioning problem itself is provably NP-Hard \[76\] (although certain special cases can simplify it greatly).

Aside from managing the placement of compute kernels at partitioning, changing the nature of the buffers themselves or even changing the degree of parallelism within the graph can improve or worsen communications costs within the application. Managing communications links within a parallel streaming system is analogous to optimizing a finite capacity queueing network. Optimizing a streaming application is often most efficiently done using a combination of stochastic queueing and other performance models. Performance models of complex systems are often computationally intensive \[63\], hard to validate, and error prone. As systems progress from the relatively simple (single processor) to the extremely complex ($k$ non-uniform processors) they become extremely hard to model and therefore optimize. Essentially a “Modeling Wall” is reached. With increasing complexity, comes increased modeling cost. What we propose to break this wall is an adaptive process that utilizes online, dynamic optimization. Selecting models by hand for an online tuning process is clearly impractical, humans are too slow too make effective decisions. Deciding what to model and how must be done by algorithm. This dissertation demonstrates that, for the stream processing paradigm, machine learning techniques can be effective at online performance model selection for a target application and platform.

Parallel processing systems and stream processing systems in particular must adapt to changing environments. Cloud computing is largely supplanting dedicated high performance compute clusters. The workloads that parallel systems must manage are also not static, they change from one execution to the next and within a single execution. We demonstrate that a modified Levy distribution can approximate the distribution of the “best-case” execution time variation for an application running on a multi-core processor. This demonstrated that multiple types of hardware (\texttt{x86}, \texttt{ARM}, \texttt{PowerPC}) and schedulers exhibit a quantifiable and regular noise pattern that can be used to accept or reject performance models. We also
demonstrate that two differing machine learning (ML) techniques, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and an Artificial Neural Network (ANN), can distinguish similar patterns which can be used to reliably classify stochastic queueing models into two categories “use” and “don’t use.” The ML process takes the place of someone trained to utilize stochastic models and performs the same selection work in microseconds instead of minutes. This enables fast online model selection, making dynamic optimization and re-optimization possible.

In order for online modeling to be practical, while still viewing each kernel as a “black-box,” instrumentation is required to provide data to the modeling system. For streaming systems some metrics of interest are: queue occupancy, process distribution, non-blocking service rate, to name but a few. A very real risk is that the monitoring used to inform dynamic change utilizes more compute power and bandwidth than the computation itself. In order to minimize the overall effect of instrumentation, we develop a series of techniques to measure (and where necessary approximate) the values of interest with little overhead. Instrumentation combined with analytic models and machine learning techniques described in this dissertation can enable adaptive monitoring of the streaming system and placement of instrumentation only where necessary (e.g., the variables of interest have a high probability of changing, or there is a high probability that the model used to build the system is incorrect). As an example, if a tandem queue is operating at a low utilization then most basic queueing models can be used to give a very stable result. Systems operating outside of this low-utilization range require more information to make a good estimate of buffer size. To quote Rumsfeld “There are known unknowns. That is to say there are things that we now know we don’t know. But there are also unknown unknowns.” [163] This dissertation shows that we can instrument for the known unknowns and adaptively target some of the unknown unknowns without inadvertently influencing the behavior of the application.

Online modeling of streaming systems involves many pieces (machine learning), adaptive efficient instrumentation, and a good starting partition. This dissertation takes each of these pieces and puts them together to produce applications that are performant and straightforward. Easier to use modeling tools such as the one described within this work, enable novice users to write relatively performant distributed parallel streaming applications for today’s modern hardware.
1.4 Contribution and Structure

This dissertation makes the following contributions to the online modeling and execution of stream processing systems:

1. We developed the RaftLib stream processing library for C++ [25]. RaftLib is built as a template library, enabling end users to utilize the robust C++ standard library along with RaftLibs streaming / data-flow parallel framework. It is designed to be both a research vehicle and a productivity tool for parallel programmers. RaftLib supports dynamic queue optimization, automatic parallelization, real-time low overhead performance monitoring, heuristically optimized partitioning, and online modeling of performance (through techniques described in this work).

2. Finding an application topology mapping that maximizes throughput on a given set of hardware is a hard problem. We show that with a few modifications, a generalized gain/loss maximum flow model is appropriate to model the throughput of a queueing network [20, 19] under certain conditions.

3. We show that an appropriately modified Levy distribution (to ensure finite support) can approximate a lower bound on the distribution of the variation expected from a process executing on modern multi-core hardware. The modified Levy distribution is reparameterized in terms of the target modeling application so that it can be used without expensive model fitting. This distribution we call mLevy. We go on to show how mLevy can be used to accept or reject a queueing model based [21].

4. Many models commonly used for streaming applications require some idea of the non-blocking service rate (i.e., how fast a compute kernel is able to execute in isolation. Many of the models discussed within this dissertation require it. We give a technique that approximates the non-blocking service rate while the application is executing with extremely low overhead. We also give an implementation of this technique within the RaftLib streaming framework [22].

5. Many methods are available to assess when a model can be trusted (i.e., where is the error within a given model). Generally these methods are used by a human, guided by intuition and based on the overall problem structure. Many cases are easy to find, such as when assumptions used to derive a model are broken (e.g., exponential inter-arrival
and service time distributions for a $M/M/1$ queueing model). Having a human in the loop isn’t fast enough to adapt while an application is executing. We show that two differing machine learning methods can take a fingerprint, consisting of hardware and application features, to decide if a model is to be trusted or not. We show that this method is effective when utilizing both Support Vector Machines and Artificial Neural Networks [23, 24].

6. What can be done at run-time to optimize the execution of an application? Often is is the only time a streaming application can be optimized. What can be done when modeling assumptions turn out to be false during execution? We show that using an initial mapping and partition as a starting point, local search with the aid of our online modeling techniques and instrumentation can effectively optimize the application with little additional overhead (often within a very high percentage of optimal, see Chapter 8).

In the following chapters I’ll delve deeper into the background for this work, describe the RaftLib C++ streaming library, several modeling techniques, a distribution to describe minimal execution time variation, dynamic instrumentation, and machine learning for online model selection. The final chapter will put all these elements together and describe how they coalesce to make a state of the art streaming framework. Lastly we’ll conclude by discussing future directions, and where we believe the future of parallel processing will lead.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Works

The background and related works of others for the contributions contained within this thesis is quite deep and must obviously be truncated at some point. In this chapter we will quickly go through the necessary background, history and related works for each contribution in their order of presentation. We will outline the differences from prior techniques to those presented here, if necessary (or expedient) bits of background information have been included within the appropriate chapters, this chapter is intended to be a bit more comprehensive.

2.1 Stream Processing

The concept behind stream processing is a very simple one. By connecting compute kernels via buffers so that each compute kernel can compute independently, a model to construct parallel applications emerges. It naturally arises from the job shop [96] (or assembly line model) common to modern factories throughout the world. The first data flow language is believed to be credited to Jack Dennis [60]. A highly cited early summary by David Culler [56] provides a brief overview of both data flow hardware and the stream processing paradigm. Since Culler’s synopsis there has been an explosion of data flow hardware, languages, and libraries both academic and commercial. Before data-flow languages or stream processing, data-flow was the domain of hardware.

Much work has been done in the field of data-flow hardware. It is largely tangential to this work, however many of the modeling techniques apply to software stream processing systems as well. Early hardware in this field is described by Papadopoulos [151]. The most notable hardware to date has been produced through the Imagine streaming engine project from
Stanford University [106]. True data-flow processors have not gained commodity acceptance for various reasons, however the basic concept of non-Von Neumann data-flow architectures remains promising for performance, energy, and general efficiency reasons. The most recent example of a data-flow architecture combines the low latency Von Neumann architecture with a high throughput data-flow processor, dynamically sending instructions to each as necessary [146]. Our work, both Auto-Pipe and our successor RaftLib (see Chapter 3) execute the data-flow model on top of the Von Neumann abstraction. Linguistically and conceptually stream processing languages, models, and techniques are generally transferable from Von Neumann architectures to data-flow ones. The stream processing paradigm (data-flow) is also ideal for exploiting massively parallel computation due to many salient features discussed within Chapter 3. Next we will discuss the multitude of recent notable stream processing languages (both academic and commercial).

Brook [35] is a language designed for streaming processing on GPUs. StreamIt [187] is a streaming language and compiler based on the synchronous data-flow model. Google Cloud Dataflow [155] is another proprietary stream processing system. Storm [181] and Samza [164] are open-source streaming platforms that are focused on message-based data processing. RaftLib and the other truly “streaming” languages differ from these in that they use point to point communication instead of centralized brokers to distribute data. A central broker makes providing fault tolerance simpler, however it also stifles many opportunities for optimization available to traditional streaming systems. Another potential disadvantage is that queueing behavior within the backing store could require infinite storage when consumers cannot keep up with the volume of data [111]. Blocking and decentralized control of classic streaming systems enable throttling at a local level eliminating the potential for an infinitely sized data broker.

Many of the full languages and frameworks have until recently been suited only to “niche” applications, often with steep learning curves. RaftLib’s advantage over them is that a C++ template library is easy to integrate with legacy code, enabling more general usage. ScalaPipe [198] and StreamJIT [28] are two similar language extensions for streaming processing with Scala and a Java front-ends, respectively. Other C++ parallelization template libraries include Threading Building Blocks [162] and Concurrency Collections [110], which are both Intel products. RaftLib differs from the last two in that it aims to provide a fully integrated, distributed, and dynamically optimized stream parallel platform.
2.2 Modeling

Streaming applications can be thought of as a series of queues and servers. Each compute kernel is a server which draws data from a queue. The background needed for most of the queueing models utilized within this thesis are given by Kleinrock [109], although they are also covered in more recent texts such as [88, 179]. Notation for many of these models comes from the classic work of Kendall [103]. Necessary explanations are included as needed within the text. Work by Dor et al. [64] shows that simple queueing networks can accurately model the performance of a heterogeneous streaming application. Many earlier works, including Schweitzer [172], demonstrated that maximum throughput can be determined analytically for a finite-capacity open queueing network. These works have shown that queueing networks can be used for modeling throughput, however they often assume that the queueing capacity is known. Lancaster et al. [117] showed that virtual queues have many of the same properties as a single abstract queue and associated server. The model presented in Chapter 4 solves for maximum throughput assuming unbounded buffering capacity and then follows with an analysis to capacitate them.

One of the primary themes throughout this work is buffer allocation. Determining the correct size of buffers within an open queueing network has been the subject of much research over the past half century (see Cruz et al. [55], for a summary of applications or Smith and MacGregor [177] for M/G/1/K approaches). A general summary on the buffer allocation problem (or BAP, as it is often abbreviated) including its hardness in general is described by Anantharam [9]. Simulation methods to solve the general cases are common, some highly cited examples are [8, 152]. There are also analytic approaches for probabilistic upper bounds, the easy to derive M/M/1 is given by Kleinrock [109] for single stations and methods to find the allocation for some networks are given by Neuts [143]. There are also “rule-of-thumb” methods such as those given by Anantharam and Ganesh [10]. One thing that each of these methods has in common is that they require characterization of the distribution of each process (often including multiple central moments). These methods are often expensive in their computation, especially the simulation approaches, which are not suitable for time sensitive online modeling tasks. Our buffer allocation techniques differ from these previous approaches in that we focus on simple models (often separable) that can be executed quickly and give a good enough approximation for relatively high performance.
Queueing networks have a close relationship with flow networks. Recent work by Boudec [121] considers not individual jobs on a network but flows of jobs within a network. Work by Pourbabai [156] utilizes a maximum flow model to solve a queuing network with side constraints. Unlike the target of these works, most real applications have data-flow routing requirements that are critical to the correctness of the application. For example, the RGB2YCbCr module in Figure 4.1 takes in a stream of RGB data and outputs three separate streams of Y, Cb and Cr data. A typical formulation of the maximum flow problem, assume that any path from source to sink can be taken. That is they assign maximum flow to a graph without regard to application imposed data distribution requirements. Using a standard maximum flow model with no further constraints might result in all the data being sent along the Y channel but none to the Cb and Cr channels. The flow model described in Chapter 4 places volume constraints on each out edge that are derived directly from data routing requirements of the underlying application. This is distinct from the previous work of Pourbabai [156] in that we have added routing constraints so that this method is usable for compute applications.

Many applications exhibit some form of data filtering, that is they change the form of the data from that which is originally received. Two ways in which applications can change data include: increasing or decreasing the volume of data (e.g., a basic block that calculates matrix eigenvalues might take in a grid of data and output a short vector of values) or changing the width of the individual data elements (e.g., expanding a single unsigned byte to a 64-bit floating point value). Filtering presents an interesting problem for standard maximum flow algorithms [71, 73]. Work by Jewell [99] outlined algorithms for calculating a maximum flow of a network with gain or loss. Using the theoretical work of Jewell the flow model utilized in Chapter 4 is a generalized gain/loss flow network with a fixed branching probability at each out-edge. Chapter 4 uses the gain loss foundations of Jewell [99] directly (with optimizations due to Goldberg et al. [81] and later work by Goldfarb et al. [82]), as they are relative optimal. The distinction of this work is that it is the first to use this type of model applied to an open queueing network and streaming systems. A slightly tangential use of flow models within performance engineering is for multi-processor scheduling [180].

More advanced methods of modeling behavior of applications on shared resources have been used and shown to be relatively effective [39, 180]. Contrary to these complex models, the methods outlined in Chapter 4 demonstrate that simple models can be as effective as the former complex ones for certain classes of applications.
2.3 Instrumentation

At its core, Chapter 6 is about low-overhead instrumentation of software systems. The same techniques could also be used for co-designed hardware/software systems. Many others have produced low overhead instrumentation systems. Amongst the earliest type of performance oriented instrumentation tools were call graph tools such as gprof [83]. Other instrumentation tools such as TAU [175] provide low overhead instrumentation and visualization for MPI style systems. What these tools don’t provide is a mechanism for reporting performance during execution (which our system does). The TimeTrial performance monitor [116], which Chapter 5 describes an extension of, laid the groundwork for real time monitoring for streaming systems.

Modern stream processing systems such as RaftLib (see Chapter 3) can dynamically re-optimize in response to changing conditions (workload and/or computing environment). To re-optimize buffer allocations there are generally two choices, either branch and bound search or analytic queueing model. Branch and bound search has the disadvantage of requiring multiple allocations and re-allocations until a semi-optimal buffer size is found. Analytic queueing models are highly desirable for this purpose since they can divine a buffer size directly, eschewing many unnecessary buffer re-allocations. Compute kernel mean service rates are, at a minimum, typically required for these types of models. Utilizing these models dynamically therefore requires dynamic instrumentation. Tools such as DTrace [38], Pin [132], and even analysis tools such as Valgrind [141] can provide certain levels of dynamic information on executing threads. Other, more modern performance monitoring tools of note are Parodyn [137] and Scalasca [78]. These toolkits provide a multitude of information for parallel systems, however not quite the same type of information that our instrumentation provides. They’ve pioneered things like trace compression for instrumentation, however we’re interested in eliminating traces all together by using the data in real time then throwing it away. Another way our approaches differ from the aforementioned ones is that we are specifically targeting methods for estimating online service rate in a low overhead manner, as opposed to being a general purpose instrumentation toolkit.

Work by Lancaster et al. [118] laid out logic that could ostensibly make online service rate determination possible. They suggest measuring the throughput into a kernel when there is sufficient data available within it’s input queue(s) and no back-pressure from its output queue(s). This logic works well for FPGA-based systems where hardware is controlled by
the developer. For multi-core systems, however, this logic breaks down, for several reasons which are enumerated within this section. The need for low overhead online service rate determination motivates this work.

The work of Lancaster et al. [42, 118] assumes that the measurements of a non-blocked service rate are all equal (i.e., the full service rate is observed at every sample point). In reality, modern parallel system conspire against this logic with delays due to NUMA, coherence, etc. making observations gleaned from this logic unusable (due to many factors, discussed in detail within Chapter 6). This work is distinct from these previous works, while we marginally extend the logic, in Chapter 6 a technique is described to approximate the non-blocking service rate while an application is executing (online), enabling optimizations not possible using previous techniques.

2.4 Online Modeling & Performance Tuning

There has been considerable work investigating the efficient execution of streaming applications, both on traditional multi-cores and on heterogeneous compute platforms, from the early work on dedicated data flow engines [61], to the synchronous data flow model [123]. Lancaster et al. [116, 117] have built low-impact performance monitors for streaming computations, and Padmanabhan et al. [148, 149, 150] have shown how to efficiently search the design space given a model that connects tuning parameters to application performance. Beard and Chamberlain [19] showed how to approximate flow through a streaming application efficiently. RaftLib intends to leverage and expand upon the above work as it seeks to efficiently execute streaming applications.

In order to dynamically “tune” RaftLib, online instrumentation is required. Much previous work has been done in this area as well, although not as much for streaming systems. Tools such as DTrace [38], Pin [132], and even analysis tools such as Valgrind [141] can provide certain levels of dynamic information on executing threads. The approach taken by RaftLib differs from the aforementioned ones in that we are estimating the service rate while the application is executing and the instrumentation can be turned on and off as needs dictate.

In order to tune an application, models are typically used. When do we trust the model? When to use and not to use a performance model has been studied extensively [88, 97, 179].
Model selection and validation in general has also been studied quite heavily over the last century [30]. Multiple related fields from Operations Research [119] to agriculture [77] all rely on models and their subsequent validation. Most of the methods in the aforementioned resources rely on either physically observing or simulating a model in order to validate it. For most applications, this is quite expensive (in terms of time and labor). Validation of simulation models has also been covered quite well by the works of Sargent [167, 168]. The methods described in Chapter 7 differ in that they are not meant to be perfect validation, rather a highly probable and fast result.

2.5 Dynamic Adaptation

Dynamically adapting to changes in the environment for software systems is not a new concept, in and of itself. There have been several realizations of this idea. One of the most notable are “hot-spot” compilers which re-compile segments of code based upon its relative frequency of execution and other cost factors. One such scheme is the Jalapeño JVM [14]. There is also the classic Sun Microsystems developed hotspot compiler [132]. Before hotspot compilation was a very similar concept, iterative compilation [108], which searches the design space of instruction sequences to find the best sequence for a target architecture. These systems make code changes, our code changes are limited in nature. They are not intended (in general) to extract more parallelism from code, we do. They are also designed to work with intermediate byte-code (save for the earlier iterative compilation works) which gives a JVM based adaption the benefit of having essentially an original source to re-compile at will to a given architecture. What these systems don’t necessarily take into account is the performance of threads within a system and attempt to optimize the whole, this is where our work distinguishes itself.

Other forms of adaption take the form of compile time static adjustments to code. The most notable example is the ATLAS BLAS package [196]. Several others have developed statistical methods to reduce the search space for this type of offline search for optimal library code [32, 194]. How this work differs from these is that we focus no on optimizing the generation of code itself, but tuning the topology so that the parallel execution itself is performant.
Other forms of adaptation take place dynamically for fault tolerance reasons. There are both active and passive forms of fault tolerance \cite{13, 31, 98, 173}, as well as hybrid approaches \cite{203}. While fault tolerance is a necessary trait of a high performance distributed system, it is out of scope. This work makes no claims that ensure fault tolerance as these methods do, we aim to provide performance tolerance.
Chapter 3

RaftLib Streaming Library

Decrees touting the end of frequency scaling and the inevitability of a massively multi-core future are frequently found in current literature [69]. Equally prescient are the numerous papers with potential solutions to programming multi-core architectures [13, 125, 154, 201]. One of the more promising programming modalities to date is a very old one: stream processing [60, 135] (the term “stream processing” is also used by some to refer to online data processing [40, 70]). Until recently it has garnered little attention, we hope to help change that by enabling performant and automatically tuned stream processing within the highly popular C++ language.

Stream processing is a compute paradigm that views an application as a set of compute kernels (also sometimes termed “filters” [187]) connected by communication links that deliver data streams. Each compute kernel is typically programmed as a sequentially executing unit. Each stream is a first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue whose exact allocation and construction is dependent upon the link type (and largely transparent to the user). Sequential kernels are assembled into applications that can execute in parallel. Figure 3.1 is an example of a simple streaming sum application, which takes in two streams of numbers, adds each pair, and then writes the result to an outbound data stream.

A salient feature of streaming processing is the compartmentalization of state within each compute kernel [3], which simplifies parallelization logic for the run-time [61] as well as the programming API (compared to standard parallelization methods [4]). Stream processing has two immediate advantages: 1) it enables a programmer to think sequentially about individual pieces of a program while composing a larger program that can be executed in parallel, 2) a streaming run-time can reason about each kernel individually while optimizing globally [148]. Moreover, stream processing has the fortunate side effect of encouraging
developers to compartmentalize and separate programs into logical partitions. Logical partitioning is also beneficial for the optimization and tuning process.

In addition to simpler logic, stream processing also enables easier heterogeneous and distributed computation. A compute kernel could have individual implementations that target an FPGA and a multi-core running within the same application, known as “heterogeneous computation” or “hybrid computing” [43]. As long as the inputs and outputs are matching, the application will run correctly regardless of which resource a kernel is scheduled to execute on. Brook [35], Auto-Pipe [72], GPU-Chariot [74], and ScalaPipe [198] are examples of such systems. Stream processing also naturally lends itself to distributed (network) processing, where network links simply become part of the stream.

Despite the promising features of stream processing, there are hurdles that affect programmers’ decision to use the paradigm. One hurdle to adoption is communication cost. There are many potential solutions to reducing communications cost such as shared stack space/private stack combinations which facilitate fast lock-free inter-thread communication and the more traditional (albeit difficult) optimization of FIFOs through queueing network models (this work focuses primarily on the later). Substantive solutions to reducing communications cost are hampered by the sheer difficulty of fully tuning a general parallel application. Optimizing the communications cost requires a graph-partition with multiple objectives which is NP-hard for the general case [76]. Much work has been done in the VLSI community for the similar problem of optimal chip layout. A second hurdle is simply the bulk of legacy code and the requirement on the part of most streaming frameworks that applications be re-authored or substantially modified to conform [136]. The most popular languages for the past two decades have been C, C++ and Java [188] (each designed for a sequential mode of
One way to reach a tipping point towards acceptance of stream processing is to conform to one of these languages, and that is the path that we chose.

RaftLib \cite{159} is a C++ template library aimed at enabling safe and fast stream processing. By leveraging the power of C++ templates, RaftLib can be incorporated with a few function calls and the linking of one additional library. It is completely self-contained, only a C++ compiler is needed. RaftLib aims to transparently parallelize an application, while minimizing re-factoring for legacy code. RaftLib is an online auto-tuned streaming system. As such it tries to maximize throughput of the application by: adaptively scheduling compute kernels, providing low overhead instrumentation to the run-time so it can make informed decisions, and selecting when to model and how to model each part of the streaming system. RaftLib dynamically optimizes the streaming system in a multitude of ways, drawing on research from past works described within Chapter 2 and the work within this dissertation. Machine learning techniques (Chapter 7) are used to model buffers within the streaming graph and select progressively more appropriate buffer sizes while the application is executing. The framework incorporates low overhead instrumentation which can be turned on and off dynamically to monitor such metrics as queue occupancy, non-blocking service rate, and utilization. All of these pieces put together make a highly usable and adaptive stream parallel system which is integrable with legacy C++ code.

### 3.1 Design considerations

Several properties of streaming applications that must be exploited or overcome by streaming systems have been noted by others. The stream access pattern is often that of a sliding window \cite{186}, which should be accommodated efficiently. RaftLib accommodates this through a `peek_range` function. Streaming systems, both long running and otherwise, often must deal with behavior that differs from the steady state \cite{186,126} (see also Chapter 5). Non-steady state behavior is often also observed with data-dependent behavior, resulting in very dynamic I/O rates (behavior also observed in \cite{186}). This dynamic behavior, either at start-up or elsewhere during execution, makes the analysis and optimization of streaming systems a slightly more difficult prospect, however it is not insurmountable. We will demonstrate empirically how RaftLib handles dynamic rates through a text search application at the end of this chapter. For example, text search has the property that while the input volume is often
fixed, the downstream data volume varies dramatically with algorithms, which heuristically skip, as does the output (pattern matches). Kernel developers, as should be the case, focus on producing the most efficient algorithm possible for a given kernel. Despite this, kernels can become bottlenecks within the streaming system. RaftLib dynamically monitors the system to eliminate the bottlenecks where possible.

At one time it was thought that end users were probably best at resource assignment [58], whereas automated algorithms were often better at partitioning an application into compute kernels (synonymous to the hardware-software co-design problem discussed in [12]). Anecdotal evidence suggests that the opposite is often true. Programmers are typically very good at choosing algorithms to implement within kernels, however they have either too little or too much information to consider when deciding where to place a computation and how to allocate memory for communications links. There is simply too much information which changes too quickly for a human to comprehend in real-time. The placement of each kernel changes not only the throughput but also the latency of the overall application. In addition, it is often possible to replicate kernels (executing them in parallel) without altering the application semantics [127]. RaftLib exploits this ability to blend pipeline and data parallelism as well.

3.2 RaftLib description

Writing parallel code traditionally has been the domain of experts. The complexity of traditional parallel code decreases productivity which can increase development costs [90]. The streaming compute paradigm generally, and RaftLib specifically, enables the programmer to compose sequential code and execute not only in parallel but distributed parallel (networked nodes) using the same code.

RaftLib has a number of useful innovations as both a research platform and a programmer productivity tool. As a research platform, it is first and foremost easily extensible; modularized so that individual aspects can be explored without a full system re-write. It enables multiple modes of exploration: 1) how to effectively integrate pipeline parallelism with standard threaded and/or sequential code, 2) how to reduce monitoring overhead, 3) how best to algorithmically map compute kernels to resources, 4) how to model streaming applications quickly so that results are relevant during execution. It is also fully open source
and publicly accessible [159]. As a productivity tool it is easily integrable with legacy C++ code. It allows a programmer to parallelize code in both task and pipelined fashions.

We introduce RaftLib via the following example application. The sum kernel from Figure 3.1 is an example of a kernel written in a sequential manner (code shown in Figure 3.2). It is authored by extending a base class: raft::kernel. Each kernel communicates with the outside world through communications “ports.” The base kernel object defines input and output port user accessible objects. These are inherited by sub-classes of raft::kernel. Port container objects can contain any type of port. Each port itself has the behavior of a FIFO queue. The constructor function of the sum kernel adds the ports. In this example, two input ports are added of type A & B as well as an output port of type C. Each port gets a unique name which is used by the run-time and the user. The real work of the kernel is performed in the run() function which is called by the scheduler. The code within this section can be thought of as a “main” function of the kernel. Input and output ports can access data via a multitude of intuitive methods from within the run() function. Accessing a port is safe, free from data race and other issues that often plague traditional parallel code [15]. Figure 3.3 shows the full application topology from Figure 3.1 assembled in code. Assembling the topology is akin to connecting a series of actors, each sequential in an of themselves but executing independently. Each call to the link function connects the specified ports from the source and destination kernels. The function call returns a structure with references to the linked source and destination kernels for re-use by the programmer if needed. The run-time itself brings the parallel power to these sequential actors.

Once the kernel “actors” are assembled into a full application, the run-time starts to work parallelizing the application with the exe() function call. This feat is performed by mapping kernels to appropriate resources, sizing buffers, selecting the appropriate algorithm when more than one exists, scheduling kernels for execution, and tuning any remaining performance impacting run-time parameters.

Scheduling, mapping, and queueing behavior are each important to efficient, high-performance execution. RaftLib is intended to facilitate empirical investigation within each of these areas. RaftLib implements a simple but effective scheduler that is straightforward to substitute with new algorithms. Similarly, the modular mapping algorithms used in RaftLib can easily be altered for comparative study. Each communication link between compute kernels exhibit queueing behavior. RaftLib serves as a platform for optimizing the queueing network,
template< typename A, typename B, typename C > class sum : public raft::kernel
{
public:
    sum() : raft::kernel()
    {
        input. template addPort< A >( "input_a" );
        input. template addPort< B >( "input_b" );
        output.template addPort< C >( "sum" );
    }

    virtual raft::kstatus run()
    {
        A a;
        B b;
        input[ "input_a" ].pop( a );
        input[ "input_b" ].pop( b );
        auto c( output[ "sum" ].template allocate_s< C >() );
        (*c) = a + b;
        return( raft::proceed );
    }
};

Figure 3.2: A simple example of a sum kernel which takes two numbers in via input_a and input_b, adds them, and outputs them via the sum stream. The allocate_s call returns an object which releases the allocated memory to the downstream kernel with the call of its destructor as it exits the stack frame.

not only statically but dynamically. RaftLib supports continuous optimization of a host of run-time settable parameters.

There are many factors that have led to the design of RaftLib. Chief amongst them is the desire to have a fully open source framework to explore how best to integrate stream processing with legacy code. Secondly it serves as an experimental platform for investigating optimized deployment and optimization of stream processing systems. In the following sections we discuss why we need the features included in the library, the science and engineering behind them and some examples of how those features are executed by the user. This will be followed by benchmarking a text searching application against other leading parallel text search applications.
const std::size_t count(100000);
using ex_t = std::int64_t;
using gen = raft::random_variate<ex_t, raft::sequential>;
using sum = sum<ex_t, ex_t, ex_t>;
auto linked_kernels(map.link(kernel::make<gen>(1, count),
                       kernel::make<sum>(), "input_a");
map.link(kernel::make<gen>(1, count),
         &linked_kernels.getDst(), "input_b");
map.link(&linked_kernels.getDst(), kernel::make<print<ex_t, '\n'>>());
map.exe();

Figure 3.3: Example of a streaming application map for a “sum” application (topology given in Figure 3.1). Two random number generators are instantiated, each of which sends a stream of numbers to the sum kernel which sends the sum to a print kernel. The call to link() returns a struct (linked_kernels) with references to the kernels used within the link() function call (linked_kernels.getSrc() and linked_kernels.getDst() respectively) so that they may be referenced in subsequent link calls.

3.2.1 RaftLib as a research platform

As a research platform, RaftLib is designed to enable the investigation of a number of questions that impact the performance of streaming applications. We will address a number of these questions in the paragraphs below, with a focus not on the answer to the research question, but instead on how RaftLib facilitates the investigation.

We start with the ability to blend pipeline parallelism with data parallelism. Some applications require data to be processed in order, others are okay with data that is processed out of order, yet others can process the data out of order and re-order at some later time. RaftLib accommodates all of the above paradigms. Streams that can be processed out of order are ideal candidates for the run-time to automatically parallelize. Li et al. [127] describe algorithms for replicating kernels in a pipelined environment, both for homogeneous compute resources and for heterogeneous compute resources. Parallelization decisions can also be guided empirically through low-overhead instrumentation described below.

Automatic parallelization of candidate kernels is accomplished by analyzing the graph for segments that can be replicated preserving the application’s semantics (indicated by the user specifying out of order processing at link time with the appropriate template parameter). As part of the graph analysis process, single entry single exit [100] segments are identified (with
respect to user indicated out of order links) and indexed as potential parallelization points. Split and reduce adapters are inserted where needed. Custom split/reduce objects can be created by the user by extending the default split/reduce objects. Split data distribution can be done in many ways, and the run-time attempts to select the best amongst round-robin and least-utilized strategies (queue utilization used to direct data flow to less utilized servers). As with all of the specific mechanisms that we will discuss, each of these approaches is designed to be easily swapped out for alternatives, enabling empirical comparative study between approaches.

Given an application topology to execute, the kernels need to be assigned to specific compute resources and scheduled for execution. Scheduling of compute kernels within a streaming application has been the subject of much research. Conceptually it has two parts, initial resource assignment or “mapping” of kernels to compute resources and then scheduling the kernels. The abstract layout of the RaftLib scheduler is depicted in Figure 3.4. The problem of partitioning and mapping a streaming application to compute resources is nearly identical however to the decades old problem of partitioning and mapping a circuit. The graph partitioning problem itself is NP-hard in general, however several heuristics have been developed that are quite good. Derivatives of the Kernighan-Lin algorithm [104] are used for the initial partition. The heuristic originally developed within their seminal work to minimize communications cost between graph partitions and maximize within partition communication is ideal for improving data-locality when scheduling. RaftLib uses a multi-partitioning strategy for the initial placement from the work of Sanchez [166] to maximize within core and minimize between core communications. An online global scheduler (one of many which can be used as a tuning knob) has the option of using the OS scheduler (one thread per kernel), round-robin, work-stealing and cache-weighted work stealing. Cache-weighted work stealing simply adds a weight to encourage the scheduler to steal across cores only if the utilization advantage gained by stealing is greater than a given threshold. Local, within-thread schedulers can also be used although the best scheme for an optimal local scheduler has still to be researched. Currently a simple, but effective, round robin policy is used.

As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the allocated size of each queue of a streaming application can have a significant impact on performance (the data from the figure is drawn from a matrix multiply application, performance based on overall execution time). One would assume perhaps that simply selecting a very large buffer might be the best choice, however as shown
Figure 3.4: The RaftLib scheduler is designed to allow testing and evaluation of multiple schedulers. A basic graph partitioner clusters the graph to minimize communications between cores and maximize caching. Once partitioned, compute kernels are sent to executing threads. The threads themselves have a scheduler which decides which kernels to execute. Optionally the thread can send a kernel back to a “global” scheduler to load balance the application.

The upper confidence interval begins to increase after about eight megabytes. Queueing models are often the fastest way to estimate an approximate queue size, however service rates and their distributions must be determined, which is hard to do during execution. In general, two options are available for determining how large of a buffer to allocate: branch and bound search or analytic modeling. Branch and bound searching has the advantage of being extremely simple, and eventually finds some reasonable condition. If the queue is destined to be of infinite size, a simple engineering solution presents itself in the form of a buffer cap. Model based solutions are also often straightforward to calculate (assuming an appropriate model can be selected), if the conditions are right for considering each queue individually (e.g., the queueing network is of product form).

While treating compute kernels as a “black” box, queue sizing approaches must accommodate program correctness. If a kernel asks to receive five items and the buffer size is only allocated for two, the program cannot continue. RaftLib deals with this by detecting this condition with a monitoring thread, updated every $\delta \leftarrow 10 \mu s$. When conditions dictate that the FIFO needs to be resized, it is done using lock-free exclusion and only under certain conditions (to maximize resizing efficiency). The resizing operation is most efficiently accomplished when the read position is less than the write pointer (i.e., the queue or ring-buffer is in a non-wrapped position). There are multiple conditions that could trigger a resize and they differ depending on the end of the queue under consideration. On the side writing to the queue, if the write process is blocked for a time period of $3 \times \delta$ then the queue is resized. On the read side, if the reading compute kernel requests more items than the queue has available then
Figure 3.5: Queue sizes for a matrix multiply application, shown for an individual queue (all queues sized equally). The dots indicate the mean of each observation (each observation is a summary of 1k executions). The red and green lines indicate the 95th and 5th percentiles respectively. The execution time increases slowly with buffer sizes $\geq 8$ MB, as well as becoming far more varied.

The queue is tagged for resizing. Temporary storage is provided on the receiver end to ensure the request is fulfilled as well as ensure that conditions for fast resizing are met. Further queueing optimizations are discussed in detail below and within subsequent chapters.

In addition to modeling individual pieces of the application (i.e., branch and bound search, etc.), RaftLib also can model the throughput of the entire application. Chapter 4 demonstrates the use of flow models to estimate the overall throughput of a streaming application. This procedure requires estimates of the non-blocking service rate of each compute kernel within the streaming system (techniques to do just that are described in Chapter 6). The flow-model approximation procedure can be combined with other well known optimization techniques such as simulated annealing or analytic decomposition [148, 149, 150] to continually optimize long-running high throughput streaming applications.

Performance monitoring is critical to selection of algorithms within an application. It is also central to the automated tuning and modeling that is part of RaftLib. As such the user has access to monitor useful things, such as queue size and current kernel configuration, as they are updated by the run-time. In addition to these, more exciting statistics such as mean queue occupancy, service rate (both instantaneous and time averaged), throughput, and
queue occupancy histograms are available. The data collection process itself is optimized to reduce overhead and has been the subject of much research [116, 117] (see also Chapter 6).

Streaming systems can be modeled as queueing networks [120, 64, 19, 23]. Similar phenomena are observed in fork-join networks [17], supply chain management optimization [176] and operations optimization [202]. Each stream within the system is a buffer (which are modeled as queues). Sizes of buffers within the application can have a notable effect on application performance. Specifying buffers that are too small will create bottlenecks where otherwise none would exist. Conversely selecting buffer sizes that are arbitrarily large can decrease overall performance (through ancillary effects such as: more page-ins, cache over-runs, etc.). The effects of buffer sizing are shown empirically in Figure 3.5. RaftLib takes scheduling of compute kernels, allocation of buffers (queues), and resource mapping out of the user’s hands. Once a compute mapping is defined, the run-time (through heuristics, machine learning, and/or mathematical modeling) attempts to keep the application performing optimally.

The queueing network that is a streaming application can be tuned via a stochastic queueing model. Doing so, however, often requires information, such as the service rate of each kernel, not typically available at run time (online). Stochastic models are desirable because they are much faster than the alternatives, e.g., branch-and-bound search, which require many memory reallocations. Complicating matters for online tuning of buffer size, many analytic methods used to require an understanding of the underlying service process distribution, not just its mean. Both service rate and process distribution can be extremely difficult to determine online without affecting the behavior of the application (i.e., degrading application performance). In Chapter 6, we show that a heuristic approach can determine the service rate with relatively high accuracy and very low overhead. RaftLib incorporates this approach.

One often overlooked benefit of stream processing from the programmer perspective is that data “streams” can be contiguous in memory. Vectorized mathematical operations are a stalwart feature of high performance computation. RaftLib templates support auto-vectorization of mathematical operations directly on ports, inserting vectorized (SIMD) code where otherwise the compiler itself could not. Since templates are laid out at compile time, there is little extra overhead compared to hand coded SIMD operations, and since the operations occur directly from the port’s memory there is no additional copy needed. In addition to vectorization, pre-fetching can also be improved by way of stream processing. Regularity of access (reads and writes to streams) can be improved via pre-fetch instructions. Currently
RaftLib pre-fetches elements on range operations, future work might extend this further. Processor architecture and topology dependent cache hints can improve performance over the processors’ built in pre-fetch logic.

The “share-nothing” mantra of stream processing might introduce extra overhead, however it enables fairly easy programming of massively parallel systems. Each compute kernel can be easily duplicated on the same system, on different hardware across network links or even on GPGPU systems. As a research vehicle, RaftLib enables the study of stream processing communication and compute kernel placement. As a productivity tool, we are more interested in how few lines of code it takes to produce a result. Mentioned but not described has been the distributed nature of RaftLib. The capability to use TCP connections for many systems is clunky at best. With RaftLib there is no difference between a distributed and a non-distributed program from the perspective of the developer. A separate system called “oar” is a mesh of network clients that continually feed system information to each other. This information is provided to RaftLib in order to continuously optimize and monitor Raft kernels executing on multiple systems. The “oar” system also provides a means to remotely compile and execute kernels so that a user can have a simple compile and forget experience. Future work will see the full and complete integration of both TCP links and GPGPU kernels.

### 3.2.2 Authoring streaming applications

Next we consider the authoring of applications. We’ll show some code segments to see how little code is needed to write a parallel algorithm and how familiar it can be to C++ programmers.

RaftLib views each compute kernel as a black-box at the level of a port interface. Once ports are defined by the user (or the runtime), the only observability that the run-time has is the interaction of the algorithm implementation inside the compute kernel with those ports. A new compute kernel is defined by extending `raft::kernel` as in Figure 3.2. Ports are the only means through which the kernel can access data from incoming or write to outgoing data “streams.” Programmers building a kernel have a plethora of options to access streams from within the kernel. Figure 3.2 shows the simplest method (`pop`) to get data from the input stream, which is a return object that gives the user a reference to the head of the incoming
queue (for variables a & b). A reference to the output queue is given by the allocate_s function. When cs exits the calling scope, it is released to the outgoing queue. The return object from the allocate_s call (assigned to c) has associated signals accessible through the sig variable. There are multiple calls to perform push and pop style operations, each embodies some type of copy semantic (either zero copy or single copy), all provide a means to send or receive synchronous signals. There are also range operator equivalents for accessing more than one element. Synchronized signaling is implemented so that downstream kernels will receive the signal at the same time the corresponding data element is received (useful for things like end of file signals). Asynchronous signaling (i.e., immediately available to downstream kernels) is also available. Future implementations will utilize the asynchronous signaling pathway for global exception handling.

Arranging compute kernels into an application is one of the core functionalities of a stream processing system. RaftLib has an imperative mode of kernel connection via the link function. The link function call has the effect of assigning one output port of a given compute kernel to the input port of another compute kernel. A map object is defined in the raft namespace of which the link function is a member. Figure 3.3 shows our simple example application which takes two random number generating kernels, adds pairs of random numbers using the sum kernel and prints them.

When the user runs the exe() function of map object, the graph is first checked to ensure it is fully connected, then type checking is performed across each link. Before a link allocation type is selected (POSIX shared memory, heap allocated memory or TCP link), and each kernel is mapped to a resource. This could be pinning the thread or heavyweight process to a compute core, mapping the kernel to another compute node over a distributed system or even potentially a GPGPU. Once the link allocation types are selected, the run-time selects the narrowest convertible type for each link type and casts the types at each endpoint. Future versions could incorporate link data compression as well, further improving the cache-able data. Once memory is allocated for each link, a thread continuously monitors all the queues within the system and reallocates them as needed (either larger or smaller) to improve performance (either through branching up or instantaneous jumps in size through models selected by the process described in Chapter 7).
Streaming applications are often ideally suited for long running, data intensive applications such as big data processing or real-time data analytics. The conditions for these applications often change during the execution of a single run. Algorithms frequently use different optimizations based on differing inputs (e.g., sparse matrix vs. dense matrix multiply). The application can often benefit from additional resources or differing types of algorithms within the application to eliminate bottlenecks as they emerge. RaftLib gives the user the ability to specify synonymous kernel groupings that the run-time can swap out to optimize the computation. These can be kernels that are implemented for multiple hardware types, or can be differing algorithms. For instance, a version of the UNIX utility `grep` could be implemented with multiple search algorithms. Some of these algorithms require differing pieces, however they can all be expressed as a “search” kernel with common input and output ports.

Integration with legacy C++ code is one of our goals. As such, it is imperative that RaftLib work seamlessly with the C++ standard library functions. Figure 3.6 shows how a C++ container can be used directly as an input queue to a streaming graph, in parallel if out of order processing is allowed. Just as easily, a single value could be read in. Output integration is simple as well, standard library containers can receive the output of queues, or reduce streams to a single value through accumulation and reduction.

```cpp
type ex_t = std::uint32_t;
/** data source & receiver container **/
std::vector< ex_t > v,o;
ex_t i( 0 );
/** fill container **/
auto func( [&](){ return( i++ ); } );
while( i < 1000 ){ v.emplace_back( func() ); }
/** read from one kernel and write to another **/
map.link( kernel::make< read_each< std::uint32_t > >( v.begin(), v.end() ),
        kernel::make< write_each< std::uint32_t > >( std::back_inserter( o ) ) );
/** data is now copied to 'o' **/
```

Figure 3.6: Syntax for reading and writing to C++ standard library containers from raft::kernel objects. The `read_each` and `write_each` kernels are reading and writing on independent threads.

Copying of data is often an issue as well within stream processing systems. RaftLib provides a `for_each` kernel (Figure 3.7), which has behavior distinct from the `write_each` and `read_each` kernels. The `for_each` takes a pointer value and uses its memory space directly as a queue for downstream compute kernels. This is essentially a zero copy and enabling
int *arr = { 0, ..., N };
int val = 0;
auto &kernels(
    map.link( kernel::make< for_each< int > >( arr, arr_length ),
              kernel::make< some_kernel< int > >( ) ),
    map.link( &kernels.getDst(),
              kernel::make< reduce< int, func /* reduct function */ > >( val ) );
/** val now has the result **/

Figure 3.7: Example of the for_each kernel, which is similar to the C++ standard library for_each function. The data from the given array is divided amongst the output queues using zero copy, minimizing data extraneous data movement.

behavior from a “streaming” application similar to that of an OpenMP [45] parallelized loop. Unlike the C++ standard library for_each, the RaftLib version provides an index to indicate position within the array for the start position. This enables the compute kernel reading the array to calculate the position within it. When this kernel is executed, it appears as a kernel only momentarily, essentially providing a data source for the downstream compute kernels to read. This kernel can also function as a splitting kernel, if needed it can arbitrate splitting of the statically allocated data chunks and partition them to newly cloned compute kernels.

Code verbosity is often an issue. Readily available in C++ is the declaration of a class or a template, when often what is wanted is the ability to pass a simple function and have it executed by the called function. Newer languages and C++11 have met this demand with lambda functions. RaftLib brings lambda compute kernels, which give the user the ability to declare a fully functional, independent kernel while freeing him/her from the cruft that would normally accompany such a declaration. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the syntax for a single output random number generator. The closure type of the lambda operator also allows for usage of the static keyword to maintain state within the function [52]. These kernels can be duplicated and distributed, however they do induce one complication if the user decides to capture external values by reference instead of by value, undefined behavior may result if the kernel is duplicated; especially across a TCP link (an issue we intend to resolve in subsequent versions of RaftLib).
using ex_t = std::uint32_t;
map.link(/* instantiate lambda kernel as source **/
  kernel::make< lambdak< ex_t > >( 0, 1, [] (Port &input, Port &output)
  {
      auto out( output[ "0" ].template allocate_s< ex_t >() );
      (*out) = rand();
  } /* end lambda kernel */) /* end make */,
/* instantiate print kernel as destination **/
kernel::make< print< ex_t, '\n' > >();

Figure 3.8: Syntax for lambda kernel. The user specifies port types as template parameters
to the kernel, in this example std::uint32_t. If a single type is provided as a template
parameter, then all ports for this lambda kernel are assumed to have this type. If more
than one template parameter is used, then the number of types must match the number
of ports given by the first and second function parameters (input and output port count,
respectively). The number of input ports is zero and the number of output ports is one for
this example. Ports are named sequentially starting with zero. The third parameter is a
lambda function which is called repeatedly by the runtime.

3.3 Benchmarking

Text search is used in a variety of applications. We will focus on the exact string matching
problem which has been studied extensively. The stalwart of string matching applications
(both exact and inexact) is the GNU version of the grep utility. It has been developed
and optimized for 20+ years resulting in excellent single threaded exact string matching
performance (∼1.2 GB/s) on our test machine (see Table 3.1). To parallelize GNU grep,
the GNU Parallel [184] utility is used to spread computation across one through 16 cores.
Two differing text search algorithms will be tested and parallelized with RaftLib. One will
utilize the Aho-Corasick [7] string matching algorithm which is quite good for multiple string
patterns. The other will use the Boyer-Moore-Horspool algorithm [92] which is often much
faster for single pattern matching. The realized application topology for both string matching
algorithms implemented with RaftLib are conceptually similar to Figure 3.9, however the
file read exists as an independent kernel only momentarily as a notional data source since
the run-time utilizes zero copy, and the file is directly read into the in-bound queues of each
match kernel.

Figure 3.10 shows code necessary to generate the application topology used to express both
string matching algorithms using RaftLib. Not shown is the code to handle arguments,
Figure 3.9: String matching stream topology for both Boyer-Moore-Horspool and Aho-Corasick algorithms. The first compute kernel (at left) reads the file and distributes the data. The second kernel labeled **Match** uses one or the other algorithms to find string matches within the streaming corpus. The matches are then streamed to the last kernel (at right) which combines them into a single data structure.

```cpp
using strsearch = raft::search< raft::ahocorasick >;
std::vector< hit_t > total_hits;
auto kern_start( map.link< raft::out >( kernel::make< filereader >( file, offset ),
    kernel::make< strsearch >( search_term ) ) );
map.link< raft::out >( &kern_start.getDst(),
    kernel::make<
        write_each< match_t > >(
            std::back_inserter( total_hits ) ) );
```

Figure 3.10: Implementation of the string matching application topology using RaftLib. The actual search kernel is instantiated by making a `search` kernel. The exact algorithm is chosen by specifying the desired algorithm as a template parameter to select the correct template specialization.

setup, etc. Note that there is no special action required to parallelize the algorithm. The `filereader` kernel takes the file name, it distributes the data from the file to each string matching kernel. The programmer can express the algorithm without having to worry about parallelizing it. The programmer simply focuses on the sequential algorithm. Traditional approaches to parallelization require the programmer to have knowledge of locks, synchronization, and often cache protocols to safely express a parallel algorithm. Even more exciting is that when using RaftLib, the same code can be run on multi-cores in a distributed network without the programmer having to do anything differently. The partitioner decides where to run which piece of the application and the online scheduler can make decisions to tune performance dynamically.
For comparison we contrast the performance of our implementations of Aho-Corasick and Boyer-Moore-Horspool against the GNU grep utility and a text matching application implemented using the Boyer-Moore algorithm implemented in Scala running on the popular Apache Spark framework. We'll use a single hardware platform with multiple cores and a Linux operating system (see Table 3.1).

We use version 2.20 of the GNU grep utility. In order to parallelize GNU grep, the GNU Parallel [184] application is used (version 2014.10.22), with the default settings. RaftLib (and all other applications/benchmarks used) is compiled using GNU GCC 4.8 with compiler flags “-Ofast.” For this set of experiments, the maximum parallelism is capped to the number of cores available on the target machine. A RAM disk is used to store the text corpus to ensure that disk IO is not a limiting factor. The corpus to search is sourced from the post history of a popular programming site [178] which is \( \sim 40 \) GB in size. The file is cut to 30 GB before searching. This cut is simply to afford the string matching algorithms the luxury of having physical memory equal to the entire corpus if required (although in practice none of the applications required near this amount). All timing is performed using the GNU time utility (version 1.7) except the Spark application, which uses its own timing utility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>OS Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2650</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.11 shows the throughput (in GB/s) for all of the tested string matching applications, varying the utilized cores from one through 16. The performance of the GNU grep utility when single threaded is quite impressive. It handily beats all the other algorithms for single core performance (when not using GNU Parallel, as shown in the figure). Perfectly parallelized (assuming linear speedup) the GNU grep application could be capable of \( \sim 16 \) GB/s. When parallelized with GNU Parallel however, that is not the case.

The performance of Apache Spark when given multiple cores is quite good. The speed-up is almost linear from a single core though 16 cores. The Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm using RaftLib performs almost as well, topping out at \( \sim 1.5 \) GB/s to Apache Spark’s \( \sim 2.8 \) GB/s. RaftLib has the ability to quickly swap out algorithms during execution, this was disabled for this benchmark so we could more easily compare specific algorithms. Manually changing the algorithm RaftLib used to Boyer-Moore-Horspool, the performance
Figure 3.11: This figure shows the performance of each string matching application in GB/s by utilized cores. This is calculated using a 30 GB corpus searched on the hardware from Table [3.1] The green diamonds represent the GNU Parallel parallelized GNU grep. The red triangles represent Apache Spark. The blue circles and gold squares represent the Aho-Corasick and Boyer-Moore-Horspool text search algorithms, respectively, parallelized using RaftLib.

improved drastically. The speed-up from one through 10 cores is now linear, with the 30 GB file searched in \( \sim 4.1 \) s which gives it close to 8 GB/s throughput.

Overall the performance of the RaftLib Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm is quite comparable to the one implemented using the popular Apache Spark framework. The Boyer-Moore-Horspool however outperforms all the other algorithms tested. The change in performance when swapping algorithms indicates that the algorithm itself (Aho-Corasick) was the bottleneck. Once that bottleneck is removed we found that the memory system itself becomes the bottleneck. Future work with cache aware scheduling and pipeline pre-fetch could perhaps improve performance further by reducing memory latency. All in all the performance of RaftLib is quite good, comparable with one of the best current distributed processing frameworks (Apache Spark) and far better than the popular parallelizing utility GNU Parallel.
3.4 Concluding Remarks and What Follows

RaftLib has many features that enable a user to integrate fast and safe streaming execution within legacy C++ code. It provides interfaces similar to those found in the C++ standard library, which we hope will enable users to pick up how to use the library at a faster pace. We’ve also shown new ways to describe compute kernels, such as the “lambda” kernels which eliminates much of the “boiler-plate” code necessary to describe a full C++ class or template. What we’ve also described is a framework for massively parallel execution that is simple to use. The same code that executes locally can execute distributively with the integration of the “oar” network framework. No programming changes are necessary. This differs greatly from many current open source distributed programming frameworks.

What we’ve done with the RaftLib framework is lay a foundation for future research. How best to integrate stream processing with sequential computation is still an open question. Pragma methods such as OpenMP for loop parallelization work well for parallelizing loops, however they’re far from ideal as programmers must fully understand how to use the available options in order to get the most out of OpenMP. RaftLib promises similar levels of parallelism that are automatically optimized by the run-time. Current and past works have demonstrated the viability of low-overhead instrumentation of vital online metrics such as non-blocking service rate and queue occupancy. Things like fast automatic model selection (e.g., Chapter 7), scheduling, and environmental adaptation must be researched and perfected in order for systems such as these to fully exploit the myriad of computational resources available today (multi-cores, vector processors, GPGPUs, etc.).

The RaftLib framework provides a platform for safe and fast parallel streaming execution within the C++ language. It serves as a productivity tool and a research vehicle for exploring integration and optimization issues. Despite the slow adoption rate of stream processing, we hope that the utilization of a widely used existing language (C++) serves as a catalyst to gain more than a niche user base. The subsequent chapters lay out the technologies necessary to make RaftLib possible, starting with techniques to quickly model the throughput of a potential streaming topology and hardware mapping.
Chapter 4

Modeling Streaming Applications

4.1 Introduction

In search of ever higher performance, computer architectures have diversified to include a wide variety of heterogeneous hardware such as traditional multi-core processors, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and general purpose graphics processing units (GPG-PUs). Even on a single die, multiple processor types are often present (e.g., ARM’s big.LITTLE and Xilinx’s Zynq platforms). Presented with multiple architectural platforms on which to run an application, developers need reliable and fast models to predict performance. One performance metric of interest to many “big-data” applications is overall throughput. This chapter explores a set of analytic models that are both computationally simple and widely applicable to applications that are formulated as directed acyclic graphs (i.e. they can be considered to be in the streaming data paradigm). Validation is performed across multiple heterogeneous resources, a pair of real streaming applications and multiple synthetic streaming applications.

Given a set of compute resources and a streaming application, how does an application developer model the overall throughput of the application for a specific hardware mapping? How does a developer determine the size of buffers to allocate based on a target (obtainable) throughput? For example, if an application developer is tasked with developing a streaming JPEG encode application as shown in Figure 4.1, how is that developer going to assign (map) the compute kernels to the available resources? There are several choices, every kernel labeled with SW (compiled software) can be mapped to a general multi-core processor, and those labeled with HW (synthesized hardware) can be mapped to an FPGA. The most obvious, albeit time consuming, approach is simply to do an exhaustive empirical measurement of
all possible combinations and chose the best performing one. An alternative approach is to develop a model that reflects the changes in performance that result from alternative mappings, and search over the model space to yield a mapping. When a model of performance is combined with a partitioning algorithm like the ones pioneered by Kernighan-Lin\textsuperscript{[104]} and later Sanchis\textsuperscript{[166]}, exhaustive search might not be needed. This alternative approach has the potential to be much faster than exhaustive empirical search. However, the quality of the final result is strongly influenced by the effectiveness of the model. The model’s predictions should reasonably correspond to the actual application performance for this approach to be effective.

Performance models for multi-core and heterogeneous systems in general are nothing new. Various approaches exist in practice that use everything from execution histories\textsuperscript{[16]} to the roofline model\textsuperscript{[197]} to help decide how to place a compute kernel and how to modify it for maximum performance. This chapter focuses on the use of analytic performance models to analyze the obtainable overall throughput and the necessary buffering to obtain it. The technique used to model throughput is computationally efficient, with a polynomial time solution\textsuperscript{[82]}. What follows in this chapter is a presentation of a computationally simple hybrid maximum flow/queueing network model that incorporates multiple hardware sharing models. The use of simple sharing models in no way bars or makes an claim to the compatibility of more complex sharing models, they are just not the subject of this chapter so the simplest ones available are chosen. Experimental results in Section 4.3 validate the proposed modeling approach concomitant with individual results for the resource sharing models.

### 4.1.1 Description

Given the throughput capacity into and out of each compute kernel within an application and the throughput achievable by each communications link, the model presented here calculates maximum data flow through the overall network. Using a constrained generalized maximum flow network the model determines maximum flow through an application topology given a set of constraints. Utilizing an $M/M/1$ queuing model, it also estimates the minimum required buffering capacity for each communication edge within the application. What follows is a description of the path from streaming application topology to flow network model, including a queueing network model. Model notation is summarized in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Application topology for JPEG encode [94] expressed as a streaming application. The SW and HW in parenthesis indicate an implementation is available on a multi-core processor and/or FPGA respectively.

(a) Initial application graph $G_A$ with two compute kernels $V_1$ and $V_2$, a data source $s$, $(V_{1,2})$ to $G_A$ between compute kernel vertices $V_1$ and $V_2$

(b) Addition of a communications vertex $V_{1,2}$

(c) The queueing network $G_Q$ that arises from the topology depicted in Figure 4.2b

(d) The overall flow graph $G_F$ with capacities $C$ at each edge

Figure 4.2: Stages of transition from application graph, to queueing network to flow model.
Notation | Description
---|---
$V_i$ | vertex $i$
$\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}$ | an edge between vertices $i$ and $j$
$\mu(V_i)$ | service rate at vertex $i$ (in Bytes/s)
$\mu_s(V_i)$ | shared service rate at vertex $i$ (in Bytes/s)
$\lambda(V_i)$ | arrival rate to queue for vertex $i$ (in Bytes/s)
$\rho(V_i)$ | utilization of server at vertex $V_i$
$R(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j})$ | fraction of data outbound from $V_i$ routed across $\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}$
$\gamma(V_i)$ | gain function across vertex $V_i$
$C(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j})$ | flow capacity of edge $\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}$ (in Bytes/s)
$\Gamma$ | overall throughput (in Bytes/s)
$f(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j})$ | flow along edge $\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}$ (in Bytes/s)
$\phi$ | constraint on $\rho$
$K(V_i)$ | estimated buffering capacity associated with vertex $V_i$ (in Bytes)

Table 4.1: The above notation is used to describe the model (where noted, the terminology is applicable to the queueing network, flow graph or both).

An application graph topology $G_A$ (Figure 4.2a) is a connected directed graph consisting of each compute kernel within an application as a vertex $V_i$ and every data-flow dependency (communications link) as an edge $\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}$. An application topology also defines a (pseudo-) data source $s$ and sink $t$ as start and end nodes. Since application topologies can have more than one actual data source and sink, the model inserts the node $s$ with outbound links to all application kernels that do not yet have inbound edges and inserts the node $t$ with inbound edges from all application kernels that do not yet have outbound edges. Nodes $s$ and $t$ are modeled as having infinite capacity so as to not influence the throughput achievable in the network.

The model views every communications link as a distinct resource with its own service rate. To model this behavior the application topology ($G_A$) is transformed by adding additional vertices for each communications link as shown in Figure 4.2b. The transformed application topology of Figure 4.2b can be directly modeled as a queueing network. The queueing network is defined as the directed graph $G_Q$ (Figure 4.2c). Every application kernel is a queue and server pair in $G_Q$. Every communications link between compute kernels is also a queue and server pair in $G_Q$. As illustrated in Figure 4.2c, the nodes modeling communication links in the modified application graph have been renamed so as to simplify the notation. Each communications link could conceivably be reasoned about as being comprised of many
sub-queues, however in this work an overall “virtual queue” subsuming the sub-queues will be assumed [117]. Formally $G_Q$ is defined by the 4-tuple:

$$G_Q = (V_Q, E_Q, s \in V_Q, t \in V_Q)$$

where $s$ is the source node and $t$ is the termination (sink) node.

In a queueing network the two main parameters that characterize the performance of the network are $\lambda(V_i)$, the arrival rate of data at node $V_i$, and $\mu(V_i)$, the service rate at node $V_i$. For nodes in $V_Q$ that represent compute kernels, their service rates are measured empirically, by either detaching the kernel from the application and measuring it in isolation or via the online approximation techniques outlined in Chapter 6. A compute kernel when detached from its queueing network is simply a single queue and server (the queue representing a data source). That single queue is assumed to have an infinite supply of data giving it non-blocking read behavior. Its outbound data port is assumed to always be empty such that outbound writes are also non-blocking. At equilibrium with no gain or loss a server’s $\mu(V_i)$ is equal to its aggregate data ingest rate (with units of Bytes/s). The service rates of nodes in $V_Q$ that represent communication links can be determined multiple ways: from the literature, hardware simulation or estimated using empirical measurement. The arrival rates $\lambda(V_i)$ will be derived from the flow model described below.

A flow graph is defined as a directed acyclic graph $G_F$ (Figure 4.2d) where each server in the queueing network (Figure 4.2c) is represented as a vertex. $G_F$ is constructed from $G_Q$ by removing the queues on each edge $V_iV_j \in G_Q$. This is reasonable since the queueing model represented here is actually a case of an open Jacksonian network [95, 96]. Formally the flow graph is defined as a 7-tuple:

$$G_F = (V_F, E_F, s, t, C, \gamma, R)$$

$$V_F = V_Q, \quad E_F = E_Q$$

where $C : E_F \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+$ represents the flow capacity of each edge (determined as described below), and $\gamma : V_F \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_+$ represents the data volume gain or loss associated with each node. It is defined as the ratio of the mean data volume out of a node relative to the mean data volume in. If $\gamma < 1$ then there is data loss in the node (e.g., data compression) and if $\gamma > 1$ there is gain in the node (e.g., data expansion). For nodes that represent compute kernels,
these values will be determined empirically, and for nodes that represent communication links, \( \gamma = 1 \). For nodes with more than one outbound edge, \( R : E_F \rightarrow (0,1] \) represents the routing fraction associated with each outbound edge \( \overrightarrow{V_iV_j} \) of node \( V_i \). For nodes \( V_i \) with only one outbound edge \( \overrightarrow{V_iV_j} \), \( R(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) = 1 \).

Given \( \mu(V_i) \), \( \gamma(V_i) \), and \( R(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) \) for each vertex and edge, the capacity \( C \) associated with each edge can be computed using Equation (4.1).

\[
C(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) = \mu(V_i) \times \gamma(V_i) \times R(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) \quad (4.1)
\]

Each edge in a flow graph is constrained by the capacity \( C(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) \). Note that the above makes the implicit assumption that each compute kernel has been mapped to a dedicated compute resource. This will be extended to reflect resource sharing in the section below.

To calculate the maximum stable throughput the model maximizes \( \Gamma \) (the overall throughput through the application) and \( f \) (the flow at every edge within the graph) subject to the following constraints:

\[
\sum_{j| (i,j) \in E_F} f(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) - \sum_{j| (j,i) \in E_F} f(\overrightarrow{V_jV_i}) = \begin{cases} + & i = s \\ 0 & i = \text{circulation} \\ - & i = t \end{cases} \quad (4.2)
\]

\[
\gamma(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) = \frac{1}{\gamma(\overrightarrow{V_jV_i})} \quad (4.3)
\]

\[
f(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) \leq C(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) \quad (4.4)
\]

\[
\frac{f(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j})}{\sum_{x=1}^{N} f(\overrightarrow{V_iV_x})} = R(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j}) \quad (4.5)
\]

Equation (4.2) states that flow must be conserved across all edges and that the only edges with positive or negative flow can be the \( s \) and \( t \). Gain or loss as shown in Equation (4.3) is also conserved (application of the gain/loss approach to queueing networks is one contribution of this work). As in a standard maximum flow model, flow must be less than or equal to the capacity as shown in Equation (4.4). To maintain correct data routing, Equation (4.5) ensures
that the volumes are maintained across each edge (another contribution of this work over prior methods).

To bound queue size, the model can be further constrained by ensuring a smaller $\rho = \lambda / \mu$ at each queueing station. This corresponds to maximizing $\Gamma$ with the following additional constraint:

$$\rho(V_i) \leq \phi$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

For the results presented in this chapter, $\phi$ is set to 0.99998, however it could be any value $\leq 1$. If equal to 1, then there will not be a queue size bound on the bottleneck node(s) (save for the special case of deterministic servers) since servers with non-deterministic processes modulating them having a utilization $\geq 1$ result in an infinite queue length. A serendipitous property of the flow model is that $\rho$ is implicitly constrained to 1, so reducing the rate is a simple pass through the graph. We also assume that the processes of each server modulating the arrival and service processes have a distribution with finite variance (i.e., infinite variance that could result in an infinite queue length is not allowed). The existence of un-bounded queues within the network does not preclude the usage of this modeling technique elsewhere within the network.

Once maximal values of $f(\overrightarrow{V_iV_j})$ have been calculated for every $\overrightarrow{V_iV_j} \in E_F$, these values can be used within the queueing model to determine the necessary buffering for the system at the calculated flow.

Our hypothesis is that the $M/M/1$ model gives an upper estimate of the queue occupancy, since we expect the actual service time distributions to have a lower coefficient of variation than an exponential distribution. An estimation of the buffering necessary at each queue is determined by solving for the queue occupancy $K$ at a probability $P_K$ that is close to zero as in Equation 4.7

$$K(V_i) = \frac{\log(\frac{P_K}{1-\rho(V_i)})}{\log(\rho(V_i)))} - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

where $P_K = 10^{-7}$

The extent to which the assumptions made for the $M/M/1$ model hold true will be investigated in Section 4.3.
4.1.2 Sharing Models

Sharing of resources and resource contention is a function of several parameters. Schedulers are often involved, either from the operating system or built into the hardware. A resource such as an FPGA is typically not shared in time, but shared as a function of area. Diversity in the underlying behavior of sharing across platforms drives the complexity and specificity of sharing models. The models presented here are specific by necessity but intentionally simple. There is an associated noise with multi-core sharing (discussed in Chapter 7), however it is assumed within this simple model that the noise is insignificant.

For multi-core processors the sharing model is simply the service rate for a compute kernel executing in isolation divided by the number of kernels running on the same processor core (Equation 4.8).

\[ \mu_s(V_i) = \mu(V_i)/n, \quad n = \text{# processes} \]  

(4.8)

FPGAs are assumed to be share-able in area, but not temporally (although the concept of temporal sharing exists [170]). The sharing equation (Equation 4.9) reflects that by giving each compute kernel mapped to an FPGA its full \( \mu \) until all available gates are exhausted (e.g., requiring more gates than physically exist on the device is considered an invalid configuration, and not considered).

\[ \mu_s(V_i) = \mu(V_i) \times a_i \]  

(4.9)

where \( a_i = 1 \) if \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{Area}_i \leq \text{Available Area} \), else \( a_i = 0 \).

The Virtex-4 FPGAs used for empirical measurements given within this chapter communicate with multi-core processors over a PCI-X bus. The sharing model for this reflects a fair sharing policy on the part of the controller until the bandwidth limit is reached.

\[ \mu_s(V_i) = \mu(V_i)/n, \quad n = \text{# communication links sharing bus} \]  

(4.10)

4.1.3 Modeling Assumptions

The model presented above makes the following assumptions about the applications, graph topology and underlying hardware:
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1. The application is assumed to be in equilibrium: The streaming computation paradigm is typically used in application domains that require high-throughput, high volume computation. On initial start-up and termination non-steady state behavior is exhibited, however during the majority of the execution steady state behavior is typical.

2. The data volume into and out of each edge is measurable on the compute kernel in isolation (i.e., separated from the rest of the application topology).

3. Only non-blocking behavior exists: All compute nodes (servers) are allowed to process data as soon as it is present on its queue.

4. Data routing is independent of the state of the system: External signals don’t drive a server to remove items from a queue, nor do they influence $R(V_i, V_j)$.

5. All compute kernels are work conserving: When two compute kernels are mapped to the same resource, the work that is done by the compute kernel does not decrease.

### 4.1.4 Example

The approach (illustrated in Figures 4.3 to 4.7) begins with a streaming application whose data-flow topology is acyclic. It takes empirical measurements of each compute kernel through each in-edge and out-edge. The model uses these unshared, unconstrained measurements to calculate mean service rate $\mu$, routing fraction $R$, and gain $\gamma$, associated with each kernel. These metrics are used in the generalized maximum flow model to calculate a maximum flow for the data-flow topology on a specific set of resources. The flows predicted
Figure 4.5: In order to measure the unshared throughput of compute kernel ‘C’, the kernel is taken out of its application network and given artificial data sources \( S \) and \( T \) for each in- and out-edge. The dotted lines show the edges where kernel ‘C’ would have connected in the application which are replaced by the solid lines from \( S \) and \( T \). For this kernel the measured input rate for the edge \( \alpha \) is 40 MB/s and the measured output rate at edge \( \beta \) is 40 MB/s. The routing fraction is 1.0 as there is only one out-edge and gain (\( \gamma \)) is also 1.0 since there is no gain or loss of data at this compute kernel. The output link capacity \( C \) is 13.33 MB/s after application of the sharing model in Equation 4.8.

Figure 4.6: A complete flow graph from the application and mapping in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.7: Solution to flow model in Figure 4.6.

Flow Solution

- \( f(V_A) \) = 26.7 MB/s
- \( f(V_AB) \) = 17.84 MB/s
- \( f(V_AC) \) = 8.92 MB/s
- \( f(V_ABV_B) \) = 17.84 MB/s
- \( f(V_ACV_C) \) = 8.92 MB/s
- \( f(V_BV_B) \) = 17.84 MB/s
- \( f(V_CV_C) \) = 8.92 MB/s
- \( f(V_BVDV_D) \) = 17.84 MB/s
- \( f(V_CVDV_D) \) = 8.92 MB/s
- \( f(VDT) \) = 26.7 MB/s
by the flow model are used directly in the $M/M/1$ queueing model to calculate necessary buffering capacity.

### 4.2 Model Evaluation Approach

In order to evaluate the model, two approaches are taken. First a pair of real applications are used: a JPEG encode application implemented to the ISO specification (and decomposed as shown in Figure 4.1) and a DES encrypt application. Second, a set of synthetic applications are generated using a widely used topology generator [62].

For each application, both real and synthetic, random mappings of application kernels to compute resources are generated and run on the hardware enumerated in Table 4.2. The subsections below describe the tools, hardware, and methods used to evaluate the modeling approach.

#### 4.2.1 Tools

The Auto-Pipe development environment [72] is used for all experiments within this chapter. Auto-Pipe supports streaming data applications deployed on heterogeneous compute platforms. In order to make accurate measurements of queue occupancies and edge throughput, the TimeTrial [115] low-impact performance monitor is used. All applications and compute kernels (both real and synthetic) are expressed in combinations of C and VHDL and compiled with the GNU C compiler or synthesized with Synopsys Synplify Premier DP respectively.

#### 4.2.2 Hardware

There are two distinct hardware platforms used for empirical testing. Each platform is referred to by the heading shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Hardware used for empirical measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Machine 1</th>
<th>Machine 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>12 x 2.4GHz AMD Opteron</td>
<td>4 x 3.1GHz Intel Xeon E3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>2 x Virtex-4 LX100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>32GB DDR2</td>
<td>8GB DDR3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8: Solid lines with dots indicate where TimeTrial measures throughput along an edge of an application

4.2.3 Empirical Testing

As detailed in Section 4.1.1, the model needs measurements of each compute kernel running on its assigned hardware as input. To accomplish this each compute kernel is instantiated in isolation and a test bench is produced by a test harness that provides high volume input to each input edge and consumes all data on each output edge. Throughput is measured using the TimeTrial measuring system and recorded. These measurements are designated $\alpha$ and $\beta$ and are shown in Figure 4.8.

4.2.4 Selecting Compute Resources and Mapping Application Kernels

For a given application each compute kernel can be run on many potential resources. This is true for both the real and synthetic applications. Given a set of resources from Table 4.2, a subset (potentially all of them) must be selected for each run ($\Omega$), this is done with a uniform random selection. Once the resource set $\Omega$ is selected, an application’s compute kernels must be mapped to it. To map application kernels to $\Omega$ a random compute kernel (drawn uniformly from the set of kernels) is selected and assigned to $\omega \in \Omega$ (again, drawn uniformly from $\Omega$). This process continues until each resource in $\Omega$ has one compute kernel mapped to it. The mapping algorithm then assigns compute kernels to resources by randomly
walking the in- and out-edges of previously mapped compute kernels until all compute kernels are mapped. A constraint checking algorithm checks user provided constraints on resources while mapping to ensure that the finished kernel/hardware mapping will compile/synthesize and run (e.g., ensuring that the FPGA is not over-utilized). This process is intended not to generate optimal mappings, but rather to generate a range of reasonable mappings for the purpose of assessing the model.

4.2.5 Synthetic Benchmarks

Whenever the verification of a model is based principally on empirical evidence, a primary consideration is the extent to which the test sets used are truly representative of the overall universe of possibilities. That concern is addressed here through the use of several synthetically generated benchmarks. In order to produce synthetic applications, topologies are generated using the Task Graphs for Free (TGFF) tool [62].

During the topology generation process, the following parameters were used to control TGFF:

1. The number of compute kernels (nodes) in the application topology ranges from 1 to 80 with a uniform distribution.

2. The in-degree and out-degree of nodes is varied from 1 to 4, again uniformly distributed. Sources and sinks have only out- and in-edges respectively.

Once topologies are generate using TGFF, a test harness generates synthetic applications using the Auto-Pipe framework with the following parameters:

1. Mean execution time is set to 20 \( \mu s \pm 10\% \). Execution time varies dynamically with an exponential distribution.

2. Input data volume for a vertex is statically set with a value chosen between 1 and 64 data bytes. The volume is distributed uniformly.

3. Edges in the graph are constrained so that data volumes are matched between in and out edges.
4.2.6 Real Applications

The JPEG encode application as shown in Figure 4.1 is implemented according to the specifications in [94]. The DES encrypt application depicted in Figure 4.9 is implemented according to FIPS (46-3) standard published by NIST. The topology of each application is specified in the X language [72] which serves as input for the test harness. The harness takes the pre-coded compute kernel implementations and maps them to hardware resources in the same manner as the synthetic applications mentioned above.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Processor Sharing Model

Under the processor sharing model (Section 4.1.2), when multiple compute kernels are mapped to a processor core, $\mu(V_i)$ is de-rated according to the number of kernels sharing a given core. A test application designed to run multiple processes on a single core is used to validate this model. Each process is synchronized to start concurrently with all the other processes within a single experiment (i.e., if 30 processes then all 30 processes are launched together). Each process runs 2 minutes according to the system wall-clock. Each time quantum is consumed by looping for 200 no-op instructions and incrementing a register.

Figure 4.9: Application topology for the DES encryption algorithm expressed as a streaming application. All compute kernels are implemented in software.
Figure 4.10: Percent error for processor sharing model from Equation 4.8 with three different scheduling algorithms (Multi-level queue, batch and round robin). All metrics are over 1 through 40 processes on one processor core. Model predicts executions per second. Error is calculated as \( \frac{\text{observed flow} - \text{modeled flow}}{\text{modeled flow}} \). \( R^2 \) values for each scheduler are .999854, .999952, and .766693 for multi-level queue, batch, and round robin respectively.

counter. Tests were run on both machines listed in Table 4.2. Three different scheduling algorithms (multi-level queue, batch and round robin) were chosen as they are representative of most modern systems [183].

In Figure 4.10 the processor sharing model validation percent error distribution is shown for the predicted executions per second. The overall model vs. observed fit is quite good. As expected the round robin scheduler resulted in more variation than the other two scheduling algorithms due to fixed quantum sizing. The fairest schedulers that closely match the assumptions the model makes are the multi-level queue and the batch scheduler. In the work that follows we constrain all experimentation to the multi-level queue scheduler.

### 4.3.2 The Flow Model

Validation of the flow model proceeds using the set of applications described in Section 4.2. Forty synthetic applications with 3 through 82 compute nodes were tested on Machine 1 (see Table 4.2). The results of flow predictions for each edge versus empirically measured flow are shown in Figure 4.11. Linear regression of the model and measured synthetic application results gives an \( R^2 \) value of .9999. The distribution of JPEG encode and DES encrypt application data is very similar to that of the synthetically generated graphs as shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
Figure 4.11: Percent error for gain/loss flow model for the synthetic application set, calculated as \( \frac{(\text{observed flow} - \text{modeled flow})}{\text{modeled flow}} \). Kernels executed on FPGA and multi-core CPUs.

Figure 4.12: Percent error for gain/loss flow model for the JPEG encode application, calculated as \( \frac{(\text{observed flow} - \text{modeled flow})}{\text{modeled flow}} \).

Figure 4.13: Percent error for gain/loss flow model for the DES encrypt application, calculated as \( \frac{(\text{observed flow} - \text{modeled flow})}{\text{modeled flow}} \).
4.3.3 The Queueing Model

The results for the synthetic, JPEG, and DES applications for an upper bound on queueing capacity are shown in Figures 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16. These figures confirm that our model is conservative for estimating buffering capacity allocations. The modeling assumption is exponentially distributed arrival rates and service rates, while real service distributions are typically closer to deterministic (i.e., have a much lower coefficient of variation than an exponential), even if not fully deterministic. It is this distinction that yields conservative estimates for buffer requirements.
Figure 4.15: JPEG encode error for measured queue maximum occupancy vs. modeled queue maximum capacity. Three mappings are used across hardware and software.

Figure 4.16: DES encrypt error for measured queue maximum occupancy vs. modeled queue maximum capacity. Four mappings are used on Machine 1, hardware on-chip encryption is not used.
4.4 Conclusions

With reconfigurable hardware, multi-core chips, general purpose graphics processors and other resources to choose from; application designers have a very difficult set of choices when selecting the best hardware for an application. A metric that is of particular interest to “big-data” applications is throughput. The analytic model presented in this chapter aims to provide an easy to use method for application developers to find the throughput for an application on a particular set of hardware resources while placing a conservative upper bound on queueing capacity necessary.

The model was tested using several synthetically generated applications, a JPEG encode application and a DES encrypt application. The empirical measurements show how the model performs under several conditions and how it can be used to solve for throughputs that are typically within 10% of reality and frequently much closer. This is quite impressive for a set of models that are explicitly trying to stay simple. A unique feature of the model presented is that it can be used across hardware and software platforms.

This chapter’s evaluation primarily focused on offline optimization of streaming systems. Three hurdles prevented online optimization. The first hurdle, that of a computationally efficient model to explore the throughput of potential configurations was largely solved by the techniques laid out in this chapter. The next major hurdle is getting information while the application is executing, without destroying the performance characteristics that we expect of a well-running application. The last hurdle is how to trust a model for a hardware / software combination once we have enough information to use them.

While the flow model predictions were largely good, the subsequent queue occupancy predictions were often quite poor, drastically overestimating the necessary buffering. The techniques in the following chapters will describe methods to improve upon the understanding of how to apply these models and improve upon when they can be applied (online vs. statically).
Chapter 5

Best Case Execution Time Variation

Understanding the performance of software systems is often accomplished with the help of stochastic queueing models. As demonstrated within the previous chapter, these models don’t always work as expected. The nominal assumptions verified within a controlled environment are not always transferable to real systems. The simple act of observation the behavior itself can change the observed behavior. One assumption directly influencing the performance of most queueing models is the execution time (service time) of each compute kernel and its distribution. Complete knowledge of the distribution (especially the worst case behavior) is generally futile for multi-core shared systems. Yet understanding it, however incompletely, is critical to selecting proper model formulations. Finding such a pattern also hints at the possibility of using automated pattern recognition to determine when and where such behavior could interfere with a modeling effort. When understanding complex phenomena, it is often the practice to find a useful bound. We contend that the minimal expected execution time variation of a system, or best case execution time variation (BCETV), is such a bound. By forecasting BCETV for a particular software and hardware combination, we hope to improve the a priori knowledge of a models’ applicability. This chapter introduces the use of the mLevy distribution (derived from a Levy distribution) for characterizing the BCETV of short execution, compute bound kernels. A closed form expression for the probability density function, as well as its first and second moments are derived. The distributional assumptions and model are evaluated via empirical evaluation. Lastly, it is shown how this analytic distribution can be used when combined with other techniques to accept or reject a queueing model.

Several references simply assume that the distribution of a series of execution times should be Gaussian [97]. Other works (e.g., [134]) have shown some examples of successive execution
times that are not Gaussian with any high probability. Other phenomena such as worst case execution time have been modeled with the Gumbel distribution \cite{67}. Empirically measured execution time noise for a minimal workload of “no-op” instructions (the difference between the nominal and measured execution times, plotted in Figure 5.1) exhibits a heavily skewed distribution. Simply assuming a Gaussian distribution (green line) overestimates the mass of one tail while underestimating the other. A Gumbel distribution (blue line) is arguably even worse. Some might posit that a Gamma distribution is a good fit, however the support exists only for $x \geq 0$ which fits neither reality or our use case as a noise model. Shifting the distribution is an option, however there is a better way. The $m$Levy distribution (red line, exact modifications to be discussed) is plotted against the same data, visually it is the best fit to the observed data.

Many performance models require details of the inner workings of the target processor \cite{68}. When empirical evaluation is performed, often the results obtained are still uncertain. How well did the empirical evaluation sample the distribution of execution times? Even when detailed knowledge is assumed, or empirical evaluation is performed, there is still uncertainty in the values obtained. Causes of this execution time uncertainty can include cache behavior, interrupts, scheduling uncertainty as well as countless other factors. Distributional uncertainty can lead to poor stochastic model performance. Instead of focusing on the worst or even average case, our approach focuses on the best case and what this bound can do for the model decision making process. As an example, Figure 5.2a shows the distribution

![Histogram of the discrete PDF for a simple “no-op” workload execution time absolute error (light blue bars) in $\mu$s plotted against the PDFs of a fitted Gaussian distribution (green line), a Gumbel distribution (blue line) and the $m$Levy distribution (red line). Visually it is easy to see that our $m$Levy distribution is the best fit for this data set.](image)
Figure 5.2: Stochastic models often make simplifying distributional assumptions about the modeled system. One common assumption is that of a Poisson arrival process (i.e., exponentially distributed inter-arrival times). This assumption is often violated by the “noise” that the hardware, operating system and environment impose upon the application. Figure 5.2a shows a nominal exponential distribution, while Figure 5.2b shows an example of a more realistic distribution containing Gaussian noise.

that a simple $M/M/k$ queueing model assumes for its inter-arrival distribution whereas Figure 5.2b might be closer to reality given a noisy system. One application of BCETV is to estimate how close a models’ input assumptions will line up with reality assuming a best case variance. This could allow quick rejection of models whose assumptions are violated even in the best case.

BCETV is the minimum variation (error relative to the mean) which can be expected from any single observation of execution time. We assert that the minimal “no-op” workload can be used as a proxy for determining BCETV for short execution, compute bound kernels. In principle, these workloads should be quite deterministic in execution time, but clearly are not. We will show that the distribution of BCETV experienced by these workloads represents a reasonable lower bound “noise” model for nominal execution time. Utilizing empirical data, the Levy distribution is first truncated for finite support then redefined in terms of system parameters (i.e., processes per core and nominal execution time) to make it the $m$Levy. Evidence is provided that the $m$Levy distribution is a good match for BCETV, especially as the number of processes per core grows.
5.1 Methodology

The motivation to use a Levy distribution to model the best case execution time variation (BCETV) came from empirical observation. To be of use for modeling purposes however, several transformations must occur resulting in a modified distribution which we call mLevy. Ultimately we justify that decision by comparing model predictions to experimental observations. To that end we start by describing the process through which these data are collected. This is followed by the description of the mLevy distribution that we propose to use, and how to parameterize it.

5.1.1 Synthetic Workload

Our focus is the uncertainty in execution time of a running process due to factors other than the process itself. As such, we use an intentionally simple nominal workload so that the observed variation is due not to the application itself, but to other system related factors (e.g., operating system, hardware, etc.). Our nominal workload is the execution of a fixed number of null operations or “no-op” instructions [160]. Aside from no instructions at all, we assume that a null operation is the least taxing instruction. It follows from this logic that a series of null operations should present the most consistent execution time out of any real executable instruction sequence.

One aspect under study is how changing the nominal workload time changes the observed variation in actual execution times. In order to produce a workload of “no-op” instructions that is calibrated to a specific nominal execution time we use sequences of instructions of various lengths which are timed and then used as input for regression to produce an equation for the number of instructions to use for each nominal execution time. Calibration timing is performed while the timed process is assigned to a single core and executing with no other processes.

In theory any duration of workload could be created using this method, however in practice the file sizes become prohibitively large proportionate with the frequency of the processor and the desired running time (e.g., Platform A from Table 5.2 requires approximately 10 million “no-op” instructions for each second of execution time). Other approaches that
reduce the file size could be used such as looping over a calibrated number of “no-op” instructions, however we’ve chosen to use the simpler aforementioned approach because it reduces the possibility of variation due to other factors, such as branching. Our method also assumes that cache pre-fetching will eliminate virtually all instruction cache misses which should then have no appreciable effect on the actual run time (which was verified for the experimental hardware through instrumentation). One concern with huge numbers of instructions is that translation lookaside buffer (TLB) misses might increase the observed variation. With TLB misses we would expect an increase in the overall observed variation with longer duration executions with a random pattern (dependent on other processes operating on the same core, TLB algorithm, etc.). As we will show below, this is not the case; more variation is observed for short execution times.

5.1.2 Hardware, Software, and Data Collection

To enable empirical data collection, a test harness was created that executes the synthetic “no-op” workloads while varying numbers of processes per core, nominal execution times, and execution platforms. As the synthetic workload processes are executing, the parameters in Table 5.1 are collected. In order to reduce the possibility that results gleaned from this study might be an artifact of a particular hardware platform or operating system, two different platforms are used as shown in Table 5.2 (two of platform A and seven of platform B). All platforms support a version of the Linux completely fair scheduler [129] which will be exclusively used during data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Execution Time</td>
<td>$t_N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Processes per Core</td>
<td>$p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary Context Swaps</td>
<td>$v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Voluntary Context Swaps</td>
<td>$nv$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Execution Time</td>
<td>$t_A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Time Noise ($t_A - t_N$)</td>
<td>$\Delta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each data point collected consists of the dimensions outlined in Table 5.1. Nominal execution times vary from $0.25\mu s$ through $3.7ms$ with observations at an interval of $0.25\mu s$ throughout the range. The number of workload processes per core varies from 1 through 20 processes.
Table 5.2: Hardware and Operating Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Operating System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Intel E3 1220</td>
<td>Fedora 19, Linux Kernel v. 3.10.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2 x AMD Opteron 2431</td>
<td>CentOS 5.9, Linux Kernel v. 3.0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each sharing and nominal execution time pair is executed 1000 times to ensure a good distribution sample. The synthetic workloads are run on one of two of platform A or on one of seven of platform B from Table 5.2. In total 100+ million observations are made. Two factors limited the range of viable execution times: the lower bound on timer resolution (see below) and the memory needed to generate workloads of longer lengths (disk to store and physical memory to compile).

Generated data is divided into two sets. The first, a “training” set (of size $10^6$) is segregated using uniform random sampling. The rest of the data is used for model evaluation and will be referred to as the “evaluation” set. We specifically want to judge the applicability of this noise model to multiple hardware types and operating systems using the same scheduler.

There has been much discussion about the best and most accurate way to time a section of code [34]. There are many methods including processor cycle counters and operating system “wall-clock” time. Given our reliance on empirical data for modeling and evaluation we feel it is important to cover how our timing measurements are made. In many cases, the use of a simple time stamp counter is effective assuming that the process will never migrate to another core. Another issue to consider is frequency scaling which can lead to wildly inaccurate timings when utilizing the processor cycle counter. To alleviate some of those concerns and provide a relatively universal timing interface we developed a system timer thread that utilizes the x86 time stamp counter instruction on a single reference core to update a user space timer. When a process or thread requests the current time, an in-lined function copies the current time struct which has two time references and it compares the two times. If they are the same then the calling code can be sure that the time has been fully updated and the function returns, if not the code loops until the values match. Frequency scaling is turned off for the time update thread.

This timing method has several advantages: (1) it is entirely in user space, (2) it is lock-free, and (3) it is monotonic even when the timed thread is shifted to a new core. Two concerns with this approach stem from the copying operation. How long does it take to copy the
Figure 5.3: Smooth histogram of $10^6$ data points each representing timed averages of 500 copy operations, first on the same NUMA node (red line) and then across different NUMA nodes (blue line). The performance of a copy on the same NUMA node seems to be much more consistent.

Timer struct on a target system and what happens when there are multiple Non-uniform Memory Access (NUMA) nodes [113]? To test the latter of these concerns a benchmark was constructed to ascertain how long a copy operation takes when the copy is from the same NUMA node as the calling process and when the timer thread and requester thread are on differing NUMA nodes. The results of this are shown in Figure 5.3 for platform B from Table 5.2. What we’ve found is that reading memory allocated on a NUMA node other than the one closest to the time requesting process the access times can vary somewhat. Another related issue is cache line invalidation. Invalidates sent to cache lines storing the clock structure, and subsequent updates can add even more timing variation. To eliminate both issues, all subsequent experiments within this chapter use a single NUMA node (same socket with shared cache).

A common problem with highly accurate timing via software is determining what is ground truth. Short of an external atomic clock, there are only varying degrees of truth. In order to determine the precision and accuracy of our measurements, a standardized workload is created with a series of “no-op” instructions of varying lengths. Each “no-op” length is timed using either the x86 rdtsc instruction or the POSIX.1-2001 clock_gettime() function. Figure 5.4 shows the inter-quartile range ($25^{th}$ to $75^{th}$ percentiles) difference of each timing measurement as a function of the length of the “no-op” instruction sequence. This plot informs us about the stability of the two timing methods. The system call to clock_gettime()
is more stable than the \texttt{rdtsc} instruction, especially for these small workloads. A hypothesis as to why it is more stable is that the measurement of actual workload time is small relative to the time it takes to perform a system call. To test this theory the timing methods themselves are timed by executing five hundred of each method (either the \texttt{rdtsc} x86 instruction or the \texttt{clock_gettime()} function) and using the average execution time of all five hundred to extrapolate the time to execute a single instruction. In this experiment the \texttt{rdtsc} instruction is used as the reference timer on platform A from Table 5.2. As expected (and shown in Figure 5.5) the system call to \texttt{clock_gettime()} takes almost $3 \times$ as long on average compared to the x86 \texttt{rdtsc} instruction. For this reason, we exclusively use the \texttt{rdtsc} instruction for all empirical timing measurements in this work.

\section*{5.1.3 Distribution}

Figure 5.1 provides a qualitative indication that a Levy distribution makes a good choice for modeling the noise present in execution times of a nominally fixed minimal workload (the proxy for BCETV). Quantitatively Table 5.3 summarizes the $p$-values for each distribution (higher is better), the table shows the minimum, maximum and mean values. The Levy distribution is the only distribution with greater than 10\% of the data having a $p$-value $\geq .01$. 

Figure 5.4: Interquartile range difference (IQRD = 75\textsuperscript{th} − 25\textsuperscript{th}) in nanoseconds for the times measured for each set of “no-op” instructions (number instructions listed on x-axis). Each instruction length was executed $10^6 \times$ for each method. The IQR gives a visual representation to the stability of measurements for these two timing methods.
Figure 5.5: Box and whisker plot showing a speed comparison of the \texttt{rdtsc} x86 assembly instruction compared to a \texttt{clock_gettime()} call to the Linux real-time clock. The \texttt{rdtsc} instruction’s 25\textsuperscript{th} – 75\textsuperscript{th} percentiles are almost identical at the nanosecond scale. The \texttt{clock_gettime()} function overall takes much more time (approximately 3\times).

Table 5.3: Summary of Anderson-Darling Goodness of Fit Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>10\textsuperscript{th}</th>
<th>50\textsuperscript{th}</th>
<th>90\textsuperscript{th}</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian Distribution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$1.17 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$1.68 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>.719</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levy Distribution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$2.11 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$2.15 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
<td>.038</td>
<td>.803</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumbel Distribution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$8.93 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$1.97 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
<td>$6.39 \times 10^{-06}$</td>
<td>.357</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cauchy Distribution</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$3.89 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$1.34 \times 10^{-14}$</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.771</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Realized execution time is the sum of a nominal (mean) execution time and a noise term. If the nominal execution time is represented by a random variable $N$, and the noise is represented by a random variable $V$, then the realized execution time $R \sim N + V$. The goal of this work is to find a distribution to represent a lower bound for $V$ which we term BCETV.

The Levy distribution \cite{levy} has a closed form probability density function (PDF, shown in Equation (5.1)), however in general it has no defined moments. Observations from the empirical data lead to a solution. Whereas the tail of the Levy distribution is infinite, the noise present within the real execution times is finite. The support for the empirical distribution, not surprisingly, is correlated with both the nominal length of execution and the number of processes assigned to a single compute core. This leads to the consideration of a Levy distribution that is truncated at a point represented by a new parameter $\Omega$. The truncated Levy distribution is first defined using the truncation method of Equation (5.2).
as Equation (5.3) where $F(\cdot)$ is the CDF of the PDF denoted by $f(\cdot)$. (Note: \text{erfc}(x) is the complement of the Error Function, $1-\text{erf}(x)$, and $E_i$ is the exponential integral function \cite{2}.)

In order to make the equations more concise, $w = \frac{\beta}{2(x-\alpha)}$ and $z = \frac{\beta}{2(\alpha-\Omega)}$.

$$f_L(x; \alpha, \beta) = \frac{e^{-z}(2z)^{3/2}}{\sqrt{2\pi\beta}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

$$f_{mL}(x; \alpha, \beta, \Omega) = \frac{f_L(x; \alpha, \beta)}{F_L(\Omega; \alpha, \beta) - F_L(-\infty; \alpha, \beta)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

$$f_{mL}(x; \alpha, \beta, \Omega) = \frac{\sqrt{\beta}e^{-z}}{\sqrt{2\pi(x-\alpha)^{3/2}(\text{erfc}\sqrt{-w})}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

Restricting the use of the truncated Levy distribution, $mL$, to $x \leq \Omega$ and $x > \alpha$ leads to a closed form expression of the mean as shown in Equation (5.4). Lastly, a variance is also defined as Equation (5.5).

$$\mu_{mL}[\alpha, \beta, \Omega] = \frac{\beta \Gamma\left(-\frac{1}{2}, -w\right)}{2\sqrt{\pi} \text{erfc}\left(\sqrt{-w}\right)} + \alpha$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

$$\sigma_{mL}^2[\alpha, \beta, \Omega] =$$

$$\frac{(\alpha - \Omega)^2}{2\pi^2 \beta \text{erfc}^2\left(\sqrt{-w}\right)} \left(\frac{E_2(-w)\left(\sqrt{2\pi\beta^{3/2}\text{erfc}\left(\sqrt{-w}\right)} + 3(\Omega-\alpha)^{3/2}\left(4e^w - 3E_2(-w)\right)\right)}{\sqrt{\Omega-\alpha}} + 4(\alpha - \Omega)e^{2w}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

Our next task is to determine an appropriate parametrization of the truncated Levy distribution. We accomplish this task by fitting it to empirical measurements. The “training” data to be fit to, are sorted into groups $W_{p,t,N}$ which are indexed by the number of processes.
sharing a core, $p$, and the nominal execution time, $t_N$ (see Equation (5.6a)). Within each group, the execution time noise is computed for each observation as in Equation (5.6b).

\[
W_{p,t_N} = \bigcup_i \text{obs}_i \in p, t_N \tag{5.6a}
\]

\[
\Delta = t_A - t_N \tag{5.6b}
\]

Separately for each group $W$, Maximum Likelihood (ML) techniques are used to find the best parameters for a number of distributions, including the truncated Levy distribution that we are proposing. The quality of the distributions’ fit to the empirical data is judged via an Anderson-Darling [11] goodness of fit test as shown in Table 5.3 (chosen because of the weight given to the tails of the distributions compared to other tests such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [11]).

5.1.4 Parameterization and definition of $m$Levy

While the ML techniques used above can yield a parameterization for the truncated Levy distribution that is well matched to the data, in general ML techniques are quite computationally expensive and also require substantial support to be effective. An alternative is to redefine the truncated Levy distribution parameters, $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\Omega$, in terms of a subset of the parameters in Table 5.4. This is the path we chose, which results in the $m$Levy distribution. The exact derivation and parameter selection is described in detail below.

The selection of parameters from Table 5.4 is reduced based on the intuition that the nominal execution time and number of processes sharing a core will have the largest impact on the true execution time. Given the design of the minimal compute kernel, it is expected (and confirmed) that there are zero voluntary context swaps allowing the variable to be discarded. A Pearson correlation coefficient between the target variables and the training data (Table 5.4) quantifies the intuition about the remaining parameters.

Table 5.4 summarizes the correlations within the training set between the execution time noise, $\Delta$, and the other parameters. For the entire training set there is a weak correlation
between the number of processes sharing a core and the execution time noise. There is a strong correlation between the nominal execution time and the noise. Not shown is the co-variance between the non-voluntary context swaps and the number of processes per core which implies a lack of independence. The models considered therefore consist only of the two independent parameters $p$ and $t_N$.

Using simple linear regression to find coefficients for $p$ and $t_N$ that best fit the parameters for $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\Omega$ found by ML, the relationships in Equation (5.7) are found with the following assumptions: $p \in \mathbb{Z}$ $\land$ $p > 1$ and $t_N \in \mathbb{R}$ $\land$ $t_N > 0$. To redefine the truncated Levy distribution as defined in Equation 5.3 to the $m$Levy distribution, several constraints must be added, namely: Equation (5.7a) is expected to have a negative range for the entire domain, Equation (5.7b) is positive for the entire domain and Equation (5.7c) is greater than $\alpha$ for the entire domain. A limitation of these equations is the range of data used to create them. It is expected that $\alpha$ will not continue to decrease as $t_N \to \infty$ and the $\beta, \Omega$ parameters probably have limitations as well; however these equations are supported through the range of data specified in Section 5.1.2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha &= 4.75 \times 10^{-9}p - 0.220t_N \\
\beta &= 4.19 \times 10^{-10}p + 0.007t_N \\
\Omega &= 3.19 \times 10^{-6}p + 0.742t_N
\end{align*}
\]

Using Equations (5.7), which predict $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\Omega$ based on $p$ and $t_N$, the PDF and mean of the $m$Levy distribution can now be described in terms of $p$ and $t_N$ as shown in Equations (5.8) and (5.9), respectively. The variance of Equation (5.8) is a straightforward algebraic manipulation of Equation (5.5).
\[ f_{mL}(x; p, t_N) = \frac{8.2 \times 10^{-6} (\sqrt{1p + 1.6 \times 10^2 t_N}) e^{\frac{0.01p + 6.98 \times 10^5 t_N}{p - 4.6 \times 10^7 t_N - 2.1 \times 10^8 x}}}{(-4.8 \times 10^{-9} p + 0.22 t_N + x)^{3/2} \text{erfc} \left( \sqrt{0.003 - \frac{0.003p}{p + 3.02 \times 10^5 t_N}} \right)} \]  

5.2 Results

How well does the \( m \)Levy distribution approximate the actual BCETV observed while executing a nominally deterministic compute bound kernel? We will focus our evaluation on the PDF expressed in terms of processor sharing, \( p \), and nominal execution time, \( t_N \), presented above as Equation (5.8).

The Anderson-Darling (AD) goodness of fit test of Table 5.3 is, frankly, not very promising. Yet, we already know from Table 5.3 that the truncated Levy is the best out of the listed distributions used to model the training data. It is not at all surprising that our overall \( p \)-value when using AD is not very high ranging from 0 to 0.73. What is welcome news is that AD is not the only metric available, as it is relatively ineffective at identifying portions of the parameter space that have a good vs. a poor fit.

A second measure of how well the \( m \)Levy distribution fits empirical data is how well the moments match. When comparing the mean of the empirical data sets to that predicted by Equation (5.9), the differences are effectively below our ability to differentiate based on the techniques described in Section 5.1.2 (i.e., the difference is \( \ll 10^{-12} \) s). Comparing the variance for the \( m \)Levy vs. the empirical measurements results in an \( r \)-squared value of 0.69, which indicates a reasonable degree of correlation between model and data, though the alignment between the two is clearly not perfect.

While the above quantitative assessment of the \( m \)Levy distribution’s match with empirical observation make it clear that the model is not perfect, we must keep in mind the fact that
modelers can often exploit individual models that are far from perfect. Given prior use of models that are much more divergent from reality than our proposed $m$Levy distribution, there is the real potential for benefit from the ability to use a distribution that more closely matches empirical measurement than previous models.

We continue the assessment of how well the $m$Levy distribution characterizes the noise in observed execution times by presenting QQ-plots for three distributions relative to the empirical data (see Figure 5.6). The first column of plots is the $m$Levy distribution of Equation (5.8), the second column is a Gaussian distribution, and the third column is a Cauchy distribution. The latter two distributions are parameterized by fitting to the data using ML techniques. For each distribution, 4 distinct QQ-plots are shown, separating the processor sharing variable, $p$, into quartiles. The first (top) row represents the range $1 \leq p \leq 5$, the second row represents the range $6 \leq p \leq 10$, the third row represents the range $11 \leq p \leq 15$, and the fourth (bottom) row represents the range $16 \leq p \leq 20$.

First consider the results in Figure 5.6(g) and (j), which include the $m$Levy distribution and significant processor sharing. The model and the empirical data align well, the best evidence yet that the $m$Levy is a good execution time noise model. Next consider the results in Figure 5.6(a) and (d), which include the $m$Levy distribution and little processor sharing. In this case, there is reasonably good alignment at the low end of the range, but the empirical data has slightly less variation than the model at the high end of the range. Finally, note that the alignment between model and empirical data is noticeably worse for both the Gaussian and the Cauchy distributions across the entire range of $p$.

From the above we conclude that the $m$Levy distribution is a relatively good proxy for BCETV. The distribution of BCETV can in turn be used in many ways. To demonstrate the utility of BCETV, we explore the mean queue occupancy (MQO) of a single queue system when noise is added (as in Figure 5.2). The single queue system operates as two threads with one way communication that is designed to have an exponential inter-arrival and service time distribution (i.e., workload is dependent upon an exponential random number source). A simple model for MQO is the $M/M/1$ queueing model, it expects the inter-arrival times to be exponentially distributed. We posit that the farther from this distribution the actual system is, the greater the model’s predictions will differ from empirical reality. The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [112] is an information theoretic measure of the divergence between
Figure 5.6: QQ-plots comparing empirical data (vertical axis) to the analytic distributions (horizontal axis) for the mLevy, Gaussian, and Cauchy distributions. The dashed line shows the ideal response.
Figure 5.7: The y-axis shows the median KL divergence between the $M/M/1$’s expected exponential inter-arrival distribution and the lower bound predicted by convolving the exponential distribution with Equation 5.8. The x-axis is the percent difference between the mean queue occupancy predicted by an $M/M/1$ model and the actual measurements from a single queue system designed to have a perfectly exponential workload. The lowest KL divergence (green bar) is associated with more accurate predictions.

two distributions (zero being a perfect match). We are interested in how far the noised distribution (expected reality) as predicted by the convolution of the exponential distribution and Equation 5.8 differs from that expected by the $M/M/1$ MQO model. With a divergence of zero we should expect to find a very close match between modeled and experimental MQO. At higher divergences (the exact amount is an open question given the information theoretic metric) we don’t expect the $M/M/1$ model to be very accurate. Figure 5.7 is a summary of median KL divergences (y-axis) separated by percent model accuracy (calculated as $\frac{|\text{modeled MQO} - \text{measured MQO}| \times 100}{\text{measured MQO}}$, x-axis) for 6,000+ separate executions of the single queue system described above on the platforms shown in Table 5.2. It shows that lower KL divergence (green bar) between the expected exponential and that convolved with the BCETV distribution, is associated with more accurate MQO predictions. This implies that BCETV can be used as a predictor for model rejection (at least with a Markovian arrival process, and perhaps others).

5.3 Conclusions

This chapter demonstrated a noise model (based on the $m$Levy distribution) that appears to work far better than a simple Gaussian assumption, in fact far better than multiple other
distributions that have been used by others. It has been shown to work for at least two differ-

ing platform types (see Table 5.2) using the same fair scheduling algorithm. We’ve derived

the expressions for the PDF and the first two moments of the truncated Levy distribution

that has finite support. Through empirical data collection, a model is derived that can be

used to parameterize the truncated Levy distribution without resorting to computationally

expensive parameter fitting. Using this model to redefine the truncated Levy distribution

results in the $m$Levy distribution which is defined in terms of the number of processes per

core and the expected execution time per firing.

In Figure 5.6 we showed how well the quantiles of the $m$Levy distribution match to the

quantiles of the empirical data. We’ve also noted that the fit between the model and empirical

data gets better as more processes are added per core. This is in keeping with our original

assumption that a single process on a single core should exhibit its native distribution, in our

case purely deterministic, or close to the nominal mean, $t_N$. The models demonstrated here

are only validated over the range of empirical data that we’ve collected. For future work,

we would like to extend the parameter estimators for $p > 20$ and higher nominal execution

times $t_N$. This Chapter also assumes that each workload being modeled is homogeneous.

An unbalanced workload (where one thread has higher service requirements than another),

might experience slightly greater or lesser variation. In cases where the workloads under

consideration are not correlated (i.e., no dependent execution) the total of the expected

service times can be used with the $m$Levy and the fraction for each sub-workload could be

used. This remains to be seen and has yet to be verified. For threads with similar service

times, this limitation should not be an issue.

One concern with our approach is also one of its strengths, that it is based on wide empirical

sampling. Is this noise model really applicable to multiple hardware types, or were our choices

simply judicious? Could other parameters in addition to nominal execution time, $t_N$, and

the number of processes per core, $p$, provide a better estimate on other platforms (e.g.,

alternative instruction sets). One potential application of this noise model is as a minimal

expected noise for all workloads since the “no-op” loop itself is a minimal workload and

therefore an approximate lower-bound on any real compute operation (with the limitations

and assumptions discussed previously).

Before moving on to more advanced methods to accept or reject models for applications, one

more critical piece is needed. If our modeling process is to be done while the application
is executing then we need a method to approximate the non-blocking service rate of each
kernel within a streaming system while it is executing. The next chapter will cover exactly
what is meant by non-blocking service rate, other instrumentation methods and describe
their implementation within the open source RaftLib framework (see Chapter 3).
Chapter 6

Dynamic Instrumentation

6.1 Introduction

Stream processing is a compute paradigm that promises safe and efficient parallelism. Modern big-data problems are often well suited for stream processing’s throughput-oriented nature. Many small-data jobs, such as streaming images from a cellular phone are also well suited to stream processing. What both of these types of applications have in common is that their workloads are often very dynamic. This can be due to many factors such as: memory bandwidth utilization, functional unit usage, cache utilization, etc. Tuning the parameters of the application such as the number of parallel executing kernels, sizes of buffers between compute resources, location of buffer in non-uniform memory access systems, location of parallel executing compute kernels, and many others can drastically improve (or worsen if done poorly) the performance of long running computational tasks (short running tasks will likely see execution time increase due to the added overhead of dynamic adaptation). Most current techniques at instrumentation for streaming systems are either static, adapted from other types of systems (e.g., MPI), or are ad-hoc. This chapter describes our approach to dynamic instrumentation for stream processing systems; not only is it designed to be low overhead, but it can be turned on and off during execution.

Stream processing stitches together multiple compute kernels into a coherent single application. The efficiency of the resultant application is largely dependent on the ability of the runtime to manage data movement and locality of processing. All possible care is typically taken by library and language authors to minimize the actual copying of data from one kernel to the next and maximize cache line re-use with the end goal of minimizing what is frequently the most expensive part of a streaming computation: data movement (most
expensive in terms of energy [27, 105] and time [200]). If the memory management unit energy is also considered this estimate grows even further. By managing buffer allocations efficiently we can cut energy usage. Going further, by managing the precise size and placement of buffers we can increase the utilization of each DRAM firing. In order to optimize buffer size and placement, models are needed. In order to do this while an application is running we also need efficient instrumentation to feed these models.

Most techniques to optimize communications links in streaming applications use queueing network models or network flow models. Ubiquitous to many of these models is the non-blocking service rate of each compute kernel. Classic approaches assume a stationary distribution. This carries the assumption that both the workload presented to the compute kernel and its environment are stable over time. One only has to look at the variety of data presented to any common application to realize that the assumption of a persistent homogeneous workload is naive. With the popularity of cloud computing we also have to assume that the environment an application is executing in can change at a moments notice, therefore we must build applications that can be resilient to perturbations in their execution environment. In this chapter we take a control-theoretic approach that assumes that there will be steady state behavior over some small fixed interval over-which actionable data can be collected and meaningful solutions fed back into the system.

Statistics such as mean queue occupancy, and even occupancy histograms are relatively easy to collect. Conceptually it is also simple to consider these as “dynamic” statistics, being able to be collected in realtime. The engineering difficulty collecting these statistics efficiently is data movement, which careful collection and compression has largely solved [116, 132, 139, 141]. These statistics are excellent measures for learning when an application is stressed, and where high queue utilization can point to bottlenecks within the streaming system. These statistics are not enough, however, to effectively model future behaviors of the system. Nor are they sufficient for many modeling purposes.

The contribution of this chapter is a method that enables online service rate approximation. The service rate, plainly defined, is how fast a compute kernel can process data. Queueing literature typically calls this the service rate (literally rate of servicing jobs or data). What is really interesting is how fast each compute kernel can process in isolation, data regardless of what is going on up or downstream. Picture an assembly line with three workers (convenient stick figure representation shown in Figure 6.1). Each worker can only perform work on jobs
Figure 6.1: Factory workers in a row must wait till there is space to put their finished items (stars) before moving on to another star. Observing the middle worker, eventually the last one removes enough items from the bin and the middle worker is able to process stars over the period labeled “A.” It is this period that leads to an online estimation of non-blocking service rate.

as they appear in their work queue (shown to the workers left). Each worker can also only perform work if there is a place to put work once it is complete (i.e., the outbound queue, shown to the workers right, must have room). How can we determine the rate at which the middle worker can process jobs, without being limited by the processing rates of the first and last workers in the line. This is exactly what we want to find out, and it is aptly named the non-blocking service rate since it is the rate where the middle worker isn’t stopped or blocked by anyone. The key observation is that there are brief moments available when this condition exists, as in Figure 6.1, we want to observe the condition labeled A when the middle worker has room to put his stars. To show that this condition exists, even at the speeds with which modern computers execute, Figure 6.2 shows a simulation for a queue with a high utilization. The blue line (interpolated from discrete observations) represents queue occupancy, the red line overlay indicates the condition where the process modulating the arrival rate can be observed making non-blocking writes to the queue. This information is useful for several modeling and tuning tasks: feeding analytic queueing models, flow models and for making parallelization decisions.
Figure 6.2: Figure 6.1 shows, at a macro scale, the situation that gives rise to the opportunity to observe non-blocked reads and writes while the application is executing. This figure shows those opportunities in red overlaid on a simulated $\text{M/M/1}$ queue separated from a Jacksonian network [95]. The arrival rate to this queue is 9.99 MB/s, the departure rate is 10 MB/s, resulting in a utilization $\rho$ of .999.

An example of a simple streaming application that will be used throughout this chapter is shown in Figure 6.3. The kernel labeled as “A” produces output which is “streamed” to kernel “B” over the communication link labeled “Stream.” These communication links are directed (one way). Strict stream processing semantics dictate that all of the state necessary for each kernel to operate is compartmentalized within that kernel, the only communication allowed utilizes the stream. State compartmentalization and subsequent one-way transmittal of state via streaming comes with increased communications between kernels. Increased communication comes with multiple costs depending on the application: increased latency, decreased throughput, higher energy usage. No matter what the cost function is, minimizing its result often involves optimizing the streams (queues and subsequent buffers) connecting individual compute kernels. The buffers forming the streams of the application can be viewed as a queueing network [19, 120]. It is this network that we want to optimize while the application is executing.

What follows is a brief description of the instrumentation within the RaftLib framework followed by the key contribution of this chapter which is low-overhead service rate determination.
Figure 6.3: The simple streaming application at top has two compute Kernels A & B with a single stream connecting them. The corresponding queueing network is a single server B with a single queue fed by the arrival process generated by Kernel A.

6.2 Instrumentation Considerations

The simple act of observing a rate can change the behavior being observed. This phenomena is more obvious with large real world observations (e.g., observing animal behavior), however it is equally true for micro ones. Data observation might not make the data run away, however each observation requires non-zero perturbation to record it (e.g., a copy from the incremented register at some interval). Alternatively, saving every event under observation can quickly overwhelm the hardware and operating system. Trace files, even when compressed, can grow rapidly. Determining the service rate with trace data in a streaming fashion (saving none of it) might be possible, however it still increases traffic within the memory subsystem which is less than desirable in high performance applications. Concomitant to reducing communications overhead associated with monitoring is moving any computation associated with that instrumentation out of the application’s critical path. To accomplish this, our instrumentation scheme (implemented within RaftLib) uses a separate monitoring thread. The reduction in overhead to the critical computation path comes at a cost: an increase in sensitivity due to timing precision and the probability of noise within any observations.

Figure 6.4 depicts the arrangement of the instrumentation system under consideration at a high level. A simplified streaming application with only two kernels is shown, connected by a single stream. Each kernel is depicted as executing on an independent thread. A monitor (depicted as an eye), performs all the instrumentation work, it executes on an independent thread as well. Each of these threads is scheduled by the streaming run-time and the operating system (either user space fiber threads or POSIX-compliant kernel threads, details of scheduling are discussed in Chapter 3). Each of these threads also could execute on independent processor cores or a single multiplexed core. Each abstraction layer has the
potential to impart noise on any observations made by the monitor, the methods proposed here must deal with and operate in spite of this complexity.

As a result of the reliance on observing one the queue from another thread, accurate timing is absolutely necessary. It should be obvious that any variations in the denominator for things like rate calculations can have a skewing effect. The distributional characterization of best case execution time variation from Chapter 4 demonstrated that even nominally deterministic executions exhibit some non-deterministic behavior. This distribution is used as a minimum floor for our expected variation when executing on multi-core hardware. To get close to this minimal noise floor the timer is executed continuously on a real time thread which writes to shared memory. Another confounding factor on many multi-core machines that must be mitigated, is that of writing to multiple NUMA nodes. Even many non-explicit NUMA machines present NUMA-like behavior in the form of differing L3 latencies, these can also skew timing measurements if extreme accuracy is needed.

Figure 6.5, a duplicate of that from Chapter 4 shows the difference in latency of accesses to a shared timer region on NUMA machines with just two architectures. The risk in this case is slowing the critical path of the code being timed. To minimize this a timer struct is allocated on each NUMA node which is shared by threads executing on their respective
nodes. This shifts the latency burden to the timer updating thread and not to the critical path. This also has the added advantage of the same latency being experienced by all timed threads and not just one making the effects easier to de-noise when required. The rest of the timer mechanism is identical to that described in Chapter 4.

Figure 6.5: Smooth histogram of $10^6$ data points each representing timed averages of 500 copy operations, first on the same NUMA node (red line) and then across different NUMA nodes (blue line). The performance of a copy on the same NUMA node seems to be much more consistent.

The period of observation ($T$) for the monitor thread is just as critical as an accurate time reference. Noise from the system and timing mechanism dominate for very small values of $T$ making observations unusable [36]. The key observation from Chapter 4 with respect to noise is that some workload durations are less noisy (more repeatable) than others. The stable point changes based on the hardware, operating system, scheduler, and countless other factors. In Chapter 4 we examined but a small subset. Analytic derivation of the perfect sampling period is an exercise in futility, however a branch and bound search can find an acceptable $T$ quickly enough. Figure 6.6 shows how much $T$ varies through back to back samples as the length $T$ is increased from very small (starting with the resolution of the timer) to very large. For detailed information on average timer latencies, see Chapter 4.
Figure 6.6: Observations of $T$ variation using the timing mechanism of [21]. The @ symbol represents the minimum resolution of the timing mechanism ($\sim$ 300 ns for this example), subsequent box and whisker observations are the indicated multiple of @. The trend indicates that wider time frames (up to the approximate time quanta for the scheduler) give more stable values of $T$.

### 6.2.1 Throughput

The overall throughput of an application and the throughput at each link within an application is of great interest to application developers. It doesn’t have quite the same power as the non-blocking service rate, but it is still quite useful. Once $T$ is fixed, it is trivial to sample the number of writes into and reads out of a given queue. Using an iteratively updated mean, the throughput can be averaged over the execution of a program. Once a sufficiently stable throughput is calculated it is straightforward to zero the sum of reads or writes and the respective observation count and begin anew.

### 6.2.2 Queue Occupancy

The mean queue occupancy is also quite easy to calculate by sampling the size of the queue periodically over $N$ periods. The mean queue occupancy is just the quotient of the sum of observed occupancies and $N$. Capturing more detailed data such as histograms of the queue occupancies are covered by techniques such as those developed within the TimeTrial framework of Lancaster et al. [115].
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6.3 Service Rate

To minimize overall impact, the data necessary to estimate the service rate is split between the queue itself and the monitor thread, and is moved only when absolutely necessary. As depicted in Figure 6.4, the queue itself is now visible to three distinct threads: the monitor thread and the producer/consumer threads at either terminus of the queue. The only logic to consider within the queue itself is that necessary to tell the monitor thread if it has blocked and that necessary to increment a item counter as items are read from or written to the queue. The monitor thread reads these variables written by the run-time controlling the queue (work is actually performed by the producer or consumer threads). The monitor thread also resets or zeros the counter (which will be called $tc$ from this point forward) and blocking boolean kept by the queue. In a non-locking (also non-atomic) operation, the monitor thread copies and zeros $tc$ (the reader should consider the implications of the non-atomic copy and zero briefly). This mechanism has the advantage of being quite fast, however there are implications which must be dealt with.

The monitor thread samples at a fixed interval of time $T$ which is the sampling period. When the monitor thread samples $tc$ and the blocking boolean, it has no way of knowing if the server at either end only performed complete executions or partial ones. The only thing it can be certain of is that the data read are non-blocking if the boolean value is set appropriately. This means that $tc$ can represent something less than the actual service rate. Also contained within the $tc$ are data not-representative of average behavior; these include (list not exhaustive): caching effects, interrupts, memory contention, faults, etc.

The monitoring thread scheme samples at a fixed interval of time $T$ which provides a relatively stable and monotonically increasing time reference with an average latency on the systems tested of approximately 50 – 300 ns across all cores (includes latency for back to back x86 rdtsc instruction as well as serializing assembly instruction, e.g., mfence). Despite the luxury of a stable time reference, another trend complicates matters for the sampling of $tc$. As the service time decreases, the probability of observing a non-blocking queue transaction decreases as well.

Central to accurate estimation of service rate is observing non-blocking reads and writes by the server. While executing, the probability of observing a non-blocked read or write to a queue in general is very low, especially so for the edge cases of very high utilization.
Table 6.1: Nomenclature used for queueing equations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_s$</td>
<td>mean service rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>server utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>capacity of output queue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>sampling period of monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>items needed by server during $T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and very low utilization. The equations below (a modification of the equations given by Kleinrock [109]) give the probability distribution for the simplified case where each server’s process is Poisson, each data element is a single job, each job is the same size, and only a single in-bound and out-bound queue are considered (also known as an $M/M/1$ [103] queue; Table 6.1 lists variable definitions).

$$k = \lceil \mu_s T \rceil$$

$$P_{\text{READ}}(T, \rho, \mu_s) = \rho^k$$

$$P_{\text{WRITE}}(T, C, \rho, \mu_s) = \begin{cases} 1 - \rho^{C-k+1} & C \geq \mu_s T \\ 0 & C < \mu_s T \end{cases}$$

Figure 6.7: The probability (y-axis) of observing a non-blocking read given the observation period $T$ (x-axis) in seconds. In general the faster the server or greater throughput the lower the probability of observing a non-blocking read from the queue.

In order to improve those odds there are some mechanisms that the run-time can implement. Given a full out-bound queue, resizing the queue provides a brief window over which to observe fully non-blocking behavior. Given an empty in-bound queue there are three
implementable actions: (1) increasing the number in-bound servers feeding more arrivals to the queue, (2) changing execution hardware of the up-stream server can have the same effect as the aforementioned approach, (3) adjusting the scheduling frequency before observing full service rate in order to fill the in-bound queue. The benefits and implementations of these will be discussed after describing the theory behind the service rate approximation.

6.3.1 Online Service Rate Heuristic

Online estimation of service rate requires four basic steps: fixing a stable sampling period $T$, sampling only the correct states (expounded upon below), reducing and de-noising the data, then estimating the non-blocking service rate. The system has a finite number of states which are useful in estimating the non-blocking service rate. The most obvious states to ignore are those where the in-bound or out-bound queue is blocked (see Lancaster et al. [42, 118]). The others, as mentioned in Section 6.3, are data unrepresentative of the non-blocking service rate. Symbols used in this section are summarized in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>sampling period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_c$</td>
<td>sum of non-blocking reads during $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>windowed set of items $t_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S'$</td>
<td>Gaussian filtered set of $S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>95th quantile of $S'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{q}$</td>
<td>population averaged $q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>bytes per data item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.2 Sampling Period Determination

Each queue within a streaming application has its own monitor thread. As such, each $T$ is queue specific, since each instrumented queue is in a slightly differing environment. An initial requirement is a stable time reference across all utilized cores. The timing method described in the previous section is employed. (our specific implementation uses the x86 rdtsc instruction combined with the manufacturer recommended fence instruction (one of mfence or lfence), but any sufficiently high resolution time reference could be used). This
provides a stable and monotonically increasing time reference whose latency on our test systems is approximately 50 – 300 ns across the cores. Despite a relatively stable time reference, two trends complicate matters. First, as service time decreases, the probability of observing a non-blocking queue transaction decreases as well. Second, noise from the system and timing mechanism dominate for very small values of $T$ making observations unusable.

Modern computing systems introduce some level of noise into the measurements [21]. Choosing a longer sampling period ($T$) reduces the impact of the noise. We wish, however, to observe kernel executions that are unimpeded by their environment (no blocking due to upstream or downstream effects). This goal stands in juxtaposition to noise reduction since shorter sampling periods increase the probability of observing non-blocked periods of execution.

Figure 6.6 shows how the empirically observed sampling period varies with desired sampling period, $T$, starting with the minimum latency ($\sim 300$ ns) of back to back timing requests then iterating over multiples of that latency. The monitor thread tries to find the largest time period $T$ (moving to the right in Figure 6.6) while minimizing observed queue blockage during the period. As is expected, the noise is less significant compared to the period as $T$ increases. The implementation within RaftLib lengthens the period if: 1) no blockage occurred on the in-bound or out-bound buffer (with respect to a kernel) within the last $k$ periods and (2) the realized period of the monitor was within $\epsilon$ of the current $T$ over the last $j$ periods (i.e., $T$ was stable). Failure to meet these conditions results in the failure of our method i.e., we conclude that our approach will not result in sable service rate monitoring.

### 6.3.3 Service Rate Heuristic

Once a stable $T$ has been determined, the next step is estimating the online service rate without having to store the entire data trace of all queueing transactions. The head and tail of each queue store counts of non-blocking transactions, $tc$, as well as the size of each item copied, $d$. The transaction count, $tc$, requires very little overhead since it is simply a counter. The item size is typically constant for any given queue. The instrumentation thread samples $tc$ from the head and tail every $T$ seconds. There are many factors that can slow down a kernel in the context of a full execution, only a few can make it appear to execute faster (see Figure 6.8), these factors will have to be dealt with in order to accurately
Figure 6.8: Direct observations of the service rate, using the logic of [42], for a nominally fixed rate micro-benchmark kernel. The x-axis is the increasing observation index with time, the y-axis represents the actual data rate observed at each sample point. The red dashed line is the nominal service rate.

estimate the service rate. To do this we will use an estimate of the maximum, well-behaved $tc$ to estimate the service rate of interest. (well-behaved is articulated below). For simplicity, the discussion that follows will consider only actions that occur at the head of the queue with the understanding that equivalent actions can occur at the tail as well.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the process described below. This description presumes an implementation of a streaming mean and standard deviation (see Chan et al. [44] and Welford [195]) through the $updateStats()$, $updateMeanQ()$ and $resetStats()$ methods. The mechanics of the $QConverged()$ function are described later. Within the description the reader should note that unlike graphics applications, padding is not used for the filter so that the filter radii is width $2 \times$ radius smaller than the data window.

While sampling $tc$, the timing thread creates a list $S$, ordered by entry time (implemented as a first-in first-out queue). $S$ is maintained as a sliding window of size $w$. If $S$ is of sufficient size, it is expected that the set $S$ tends toward a Gaussian distribution ($\mathcal{N}(\mu_S, \sigma_S)$), as it is a list of sums of non-blocking transactions. $S$, however contains many data elements that are not necessarily indicative of non-blocking service rates. These elements arise from the following conditions: (1) the monitor thread observed only a partial firing of the server (i.e., the server had the capability to remove $j$ items from the queue but only $< j$ items were evident when retrieving $tc$); (2) the monitor thread clears the queue’s current value of $tc$ during a firing (i.e., the counter maintaining $tc$ is non-locking because locking it introduces
stream ← tc;
output ← output stream;
S ← {};

while True do
  tc_current ← pop(stream);
  S′ ← {};
  for i ← gauss_radius, i < |window|−gauss_radius,i + + do
    val ← Dot(S[i − gauss_radius;;i + gauss_radius], GaussianFilter );
    push( S′, val );
  end
  µS′ ← Mean(S′);
  σS′ ← StandardDeviation( S′);
  q ← NQuantileFunction( µS′, σS′, .95 );
  updateStats( q ); if QConverged() then
    push( output, getMeanQ() );
    resetStats();
  end
end

Algorithm 1: Service rate heuristic.

delay); (3) outlier conditions as discussed in the introduction to this Section which are not
indicative of normal behavior.

Filters are frequently used in signal processing applications to de-noise data sets. In general,
a filter is a convolution between two distributions so that the response is a combination of
both functions. The underlying distribution of S without outliers tends towards a Gaussian,
therefore a Gaussian discrete filter is used to shape the data in S so that it is sufficiently
well-behaved (de-noised) for estimating the maximum. The filtered data make up the set S′.
Equation 6.2 describes the kernel, where x ← [−2, 2] is the index with respect to the center.
Through experimentation, a radius of two was selected as providing the best balance of fast
computation and smoothing effect.

\[
GaussianFilterKernel(x) \leftarrow \frac{e^{-\frac{x^2}{2}}}{\sqrt{2\pi}}
\]  

(6.2)

Once filtered, S′ is used to estimate the maximum. Since we must still account for outliers,
rather than explicitly use the maximum, we estimate the maximum via the 95\(^{th}\) quantile of
S′. This is a reasonable approximation given that: once filtered, S′ even more closely has
a Gaussian distribution than \( S \) and a quantile is more robust to outliers than the sample maximum. Operationally, we use the sample mean, \( \hat{\mu}_{S'} \), and standard deviation, \( \hat{\sigma}_{S'} \), to estimate \( \mathcal{N}(\mu_{S'}, \sigma_{S'}) \), and the quantile is of course

\[
q = \hat{\mu}_{S'} + 1.64485 \hat{\sigma}_{S'}.
\] (6.3)

Direct utilization of \( q \) is sufficient for some purposes, however it is only valid for the time period comprising the window over which it was collected \( p \leftarrow T \times w \). Subsequent sets \( S'_i \) update \( \mu_{S'} \) and \( \sigma_{S'} \) resulting in frequent new values (e.g., Figure 6.9). Stability is gained by using the streaming mean of successive values of \( q_i \) (as shown in Figure 6.9). Where \( \bar{q} \) is the averaged, estimated maximum non-blocking transaction count \( tc \), assuming only one queue for simplicity, the service rate is simply \( \frac{\bar{q} \times T}{w} \). This, however also assumes that the underlying distribution generating \( tc \) is at least stable over the observation period. As with all online estimates, \( \bar{q} \) becomes more stable with more observations (e.g., Figure 6.10).

![Figure 6.9: Plot of the values of \( q \) with increasing time. Each value of \( q \) is the result of a computation of Equation 6.3. The dashed line across the y-axis represents the set or expected service rate.](image)

Convergence of \( \bar{q} \) to a “stable” value is expected after a sufficiently large number of observations. In practice, with \( \mu s \)-level sampling, convergence is rarely an issue. Determining when \( \bar{q} \) is stable is accomplished by observing \( \sigma \) of \( \bar{q} \). Minimizing the standard deviation is equivalent to minimizing the error of \( \bar{q} \). With a finite number of samples, it is unlikely that \( \sigma(\bar{q}) \) will ever equal to zero, however observing the rate of change of the error term to a given tolerance is roughly equivalent to minimizing the error of the approximation given the conditions for weak convergence by Lyapunov [33]. To accomplish this in a streaming
manner, a similar approach to that taken previously is used with differing filters to approximate the relative rate of change over the window. A discrete Gaussian filter with a radius of one is followed by a Laplacian filter with discretized values (in practice, one combined filter is used). This type of filter is widely used in image edge detection. Here, we are utilizing to minimize the standard deviation; essentially the filter gives a quantitative metric for the rate of change of surrounding values. The kernel is given in Equation \[6.4\] with \(x \leftarrow [-1, 1]\) and \(\sigma \leftarrow \frac{1}{2}\). The minimum and maximum of the filtered \(\sigma(\bar{q})\) are kept over a window \(w \leftarrow 16\) where convergence is judged by these values all being within some tolerance (ours is set to \(5 \times 10^{-7}\)).

\[
\text{LaplacianGaussian}(x) \leftarrow \frac{x^2 e^{-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}}}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^5}} - \frac{e^{-\frac{x^2}{2\sigma^2}}}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^3}} \quad (6.4)
\]

An example of a stable and converged \(\bar{q}\) is shown in Figure 6.11 where the data plot is of the dual filtered \(\sigma(\bar{q})\) and the vertical line is the point of convergence. The time scale on the \(x\)-axis is the same as that of Figure 6.10 so that the stability point on Figure 6.11 matches that of Figure 6.10.

Once convergence is achieved, it is a simple matter to restart the process described above, and begin the search again. Figure 6.12 shows a sample run where the average service rates are known (solid blue \(y\)-axis grid lines). The \(x\)-axis grid lines (dashed vertical lines)
show points of convergence to stable solutions after subsequent restarts of the approximation algorithm.

Changes in $\bar{q}$ are assumed to mean a change in the process distribution governing $tc$.

Figure 6.11: Plot of the filtered standard deviation of $\bar{q}$, the point of convergence is indicated by the vertical dashed line.

Figure 6.12: Example of $\bar{q}$ capturing two distinct service rates during execution of a micro-benchmark. The instrumentation captures the departure rate from a single queue to a compute kernel.
6.4 Evaluation

6.4.1 Infrastructure

The hardware used for all empirical evaluation is listed in Table 6.3. All code is compiled with the “-O2” compiler flag using the GNU GCC compiler (version 4.8.3).

In order to assess our method over a wide range of conditions, a simple micro-benchmark consisting of two threads connected by a lock-free queue is used. This is the same topology illustrated in Figure 6.3. Each thread consists of a while loop that consumes a fixed amount of time in order to simulate work with a known service rate. The amount of work, or service-rate, is generated using a random number generator sourced from the GNU Scientific Library [75]. The service rates of kernels within the micro-benchmark are limited to approximately $\sim 8$ MB/s due to the overhead of the random number generator and the size of the output item (8 bytes). Service time distributions are set as either exponential or deterministic. Parameterization of the distributions is selected using a pseudorandom number source. The exact parameterization range and distribution are noted where applicable within the results section.

Table 6.3: Summary of hardware used for empirical evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Main Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 × AMD Opteron 6136</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.32</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 × Intel E5-2650</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.32</td>
<td>64 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 × Intel Xeon X5472</td>
<td>Darwin 13.4.0</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 × Six-Core AMD Opteron 2435</td>
<td>Linux 3.10.37</td>
<td>32 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Intel Xeon CPU E3-1225</td>
<td>Linux 3.13.9</td>
<td>8 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The streaming framework used is the RaftLib C++ template library (see Chapter 3).

6.5 Applications

In addition to the micro-benchmarks described above, two full streaming applications are also explored. The first, matrix multiply, is a synchronous data flow application that is expected to have relatively stable service rates. The second is a string search application that has
variable rates. Ground truth service rates for each kernel are determined by executing each kernel offline and measuring the rates individually using a large resident memory data source (constructed for each kernel) and ignoring the write pointers so that it simulates an infinite output buffer.

6.5.1 Matrix Multiply

Matrix multiplication is central to many computing tasks. Implemented here is a simple dense matrix multiply \((C = AB)\) where the multiplication of matrices \(A\) and \(B\) are broken into multiple dot-product operations. The dot-product operation is executed as a compute kernel with the matrix rows and columns streamed to it. This kernel can be duplicated \(n\) times (see Figure 6.13). The result is then streamed to a reducer kernel (at right) which re-forms the output matrix \(C\). This application differs from the micro-benchmarks in that it uses real data read from disk and performs multiple operations on it. As with the micro-benchmarks, it has the advantage of having a continuous output stream from both the matrix read and dot-product operations.

The data set used for the matrix multiply is a \(10,000 \times 10,000\) matrix of single precision floating point numbers produced by a uniform random number generator.

![Figure 6.13: Matrix multiply application. The first kernel reads both matrices to be multiplied and streams the data to an arbitrary \((n)\) number of dot product kernels. The final kernel reduces the input from the dot to a multiplied matrix.](image)
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6.5.2 Rabin-Karp String Search

The Rabin-Karp [101] algorithm is classically used to search a text for a set of patterns. It utilizes a “rolling hash” function to efficiently recompute the hash of the text being searched as it is streamed in. The implementation divides the text to be searched with an overlap of \( m - 1 \) (for a pattern length of \( m \)), so that a match at the end of one pattern will not result in a duplicate match on the next segment. The output of the rolling hash function is the byte position within the text of the match. The output of the rolling hash kernel is variable (dependent on the number of matches), for model selection testing purposes the input data will be specially constructed in order to produce a regular steady state output. The next kernel verifies the match from the rolling hash to ensure hash collisions don’t cause spurious matches. The verification matching kernel can be duplicated up to \( j \) times. The final kernel simply reduces the output from the verification kernel(s), returning the byte position of each match (see Figure 6.14). The corpus consists of 2 GB of the string, “foobar.”

![Figure 6.14: Rabin-Karp matching algorithm. The first compute kernel (at left) reads the file to be searched, hashes the patterns to search and distributes the data to \( n \) “rolling-hash” kernel(s). Next are \( j \), \( j \leq n \) verification kernel(s) to guard against matches due to hash collision. The final kernel (at right) is a reducer which consolidates all the results.](image)

6.6 Validation

The methods that we have described are designed to enable online service rate determination. Just how well do these methods work in real systems while they are executing? In order to evaluate this quantitatively, several sets of micro-benchmarks and real applications are instrumented to determine the mean service rate of a given server. We start with two sets
of micro-benchmarks, the first having a stationary distribution (with a fixed mean) and the second having a bi-modal distribution that shifts its mean halfway through its execution. Each micro-benchmark is constructed with the configuration depicted in Figure 6.3 and executed with a fixed arrival process distribution. The service rate of Kernel B is varied for each execution of the micro-benchmark from (0.8 MB/s → ∼8 MB/s). The results comprise 1800 executions in total. The departure rate from the queue is instrumented to observe the service rate of Kernel B. The goal is to find the service rate of this kernel without \textit{a priori} knowledge of the actual rate (which we are setting for this controlled experiment). Figure 6.15 is a histogram of the percent difference between the service rate estimated via our method and the “set” filtered rate.

![Histogram of the percent difference between the service rate estimated via our method and the “set” filtered rate.](image)

**Figure 6.15**: Histogram of the probability of estimating the service rate of Kernel B from Figure 6.3. Each execution is a data point, with the percent difference calculated as \((\frac{\text{observed rate} - \text{set rate}}{\text{set rate}}) \times 100\). Not plotted are four outliers to right of the plotted data which are greater than 100% difference, which is not unexpected given the probabilistic nature of our heuristic.

We see in this histogram that generally the correspondence between estimated service rate and ideal service rate is reasonably good. We expect divergence since these rates are determined while the application is executing, not the full execution time average rate. When it errs, the estimate is typically low, which is consistent with previous empirical data, in which actual realized execution times are typically longer than nominal \textsuperscript{5}. The majority of the results are within 20% of nominal in any case. The computational environment of any given kernel can change from moment to moment. We simulate environment change by moving the mean of the distribution halfway through execution of Kernel B (with reference to the
number of data elements sent). We are interested in whether our instrumentation can detect this change, potentially enabling many online optimizations. An example with a wide switch in service rate is shown in Figure 6.16 where the first phase is at \(\sim 2.66\) MB/s and the second is much lower at \(\sim 1\) MB/s. Not all examples are so clear cut.

In order to classify the dual phase results into categories, a percent difference (20\%) from the manually determined rates for each phase is used. Approximately 14.7\% of the data had nominal service rate shifts that were known to be less than the 20\% criteria specified. Figure 6.17 shows the effectiveness of our technique in categorizing the distinct execution phases of the micro-benchmarks. The rightmost graph shows the categorizations for low \(\rho\), and the leftmost graph shows the categorizations for high \(\rho\). Here, we make two observations. First, the system correctly detects both phases more effectively in high utilization conditions, which are the conditions under which correct classification is likely to be more important. Second, the classification errors that are made are all conservative. That is, it is correctly detecting the final condition of the kernel, indicative of a conservative settling period for rate estimation.

It is well understood that a server with sufficient data on its input queue should be able to proceed with processing (assuming no other complicating factors). Therefore one trend that we expect to see is an improvement in the approximation for higher server utilizations. In
addition, servers that are more highly utilized typically have a much more profound impact on the performance of the application as a whole (e.g., they are dramatically more likely to be throughput bottlenecks in the overall data flow).

Overall, the heuristic did quite well. Looking at the single phase data, only four of the micro-benchmark results were extremely off. The dual phase data were also fairly good, the heuristic failed to find either phase in only 0.24% of the instances. The real test of any instrumentation is how well it can handle situations beyond those that are carefully controlled. The only variable that is within the users’ control is that of data set selection. Notably these applications are not limited to the slower service rates of the micro-benchmark applications but are dependent on the mechanics of the application. The matrix multiply application is executed on platform 2 from Table 6.3 with the number of parallel dot-products set to five. Only the reduce kernel is instrumented (see Figure 6.13) as the dot-products would be rather easy given the high data rates inherent in transmitting an entire row by copy. The ground-truth service rate realized by each queue (the total service rate being a combination of rates from each input-queue) are determined by the method described in Section 6.5.1. Overall the results are not quite as clean as those of the microbenchmark, but that is expected given the chosen kernel has an extremely low $\rho$. A majority (63%) are
within the range of measurements observed during manual estimation removing each kernel from the system and manually measuring data rates at each input port).

Figure 6.18: Plot of the trace for the instrumented partial service rate of the reduce kernel (the full rate being the sum of all rates for each in-bound queue, assuming PASTA [88]). The manually determined rate for this experimental setup ranged from 0.05 MB/s to 0.43 MB/s. Overall, a majority of the results $\sim 63\%$ are within this range.

Similar to the results for the matrix-multiply application, the results for the Rabin-Karp application are also relatively good (recall that these are rates taken at points over the course of execution). The application is executed on platform 2 from Table 6.3 with the number of matching kernels fixed at four and the number of verification kernels fixed to two. Figure 6.19 shows the online service rate by convergence point each data point represents a converged estimate of the service rate (potentially multiple convergences for a single application execution). Instrumented is a single queue arriving to the verify block from the hash kernel. Again, we’ve intentionally picked a case where the $\rho$ is very low, which is very difficult for the instrumentation to find a non-blocking read from the queue. In total, only $\sim 35\%$ of estimates are within the range observed when manually measuring service rate, although most of the data points are fairly close. This highlights the limitations of our approach. If the non-blocking reads are not observed then the rate simply cannot be determined with too much accuracy.

Low overhead instrumentation should be exactly that, low overhead. This means that there should be little, if any, impact on the execution of the application itself. Low impact also means that the system executing both the application and instrumentation should see as little increase in overhead as possible. Given that our system utilizes a separate monitor thread,
Figure 6.19: Plot of the converged estimates of service rate for a single queue within the Rabin-Karp string matching application. The utilization of this server is less than 0.1 meaning that the queue is almost always empty which leads to less opportunity for recording non-blocking reads from the queue.

this could be a concern. Using the single queue micro-benchmark, the impact was measured with instrumentation and without instrumentation. Using the GNU `time` command over dozens of executions, the average impact is only 1 - 2%. Impact to the system overall was equally minimal, load average increased only a small amount (by 0.1 on average).

6.7 Conclusions

We demonstrate an algorithm for approximating the online service rate of kernels in a streaming system. In streaming systems that exhibit filtering, the heuristic presented here can also be used to detect non-blocking departure rates which can inform a runtime of routing decisions made by the kernel as well as the amount of filtering currently exhibited. Overall our methodology works quite well. When the heuristic fails, it usually fails knowingly (e.g., no convergence is reached or non-blocking reads were not observed, methods for determining failure are examined in Chapter 7). The first task, before falling back to a state where service rate is not used is to try the strategies enumerated to improve the probability of successful approximation.
It has been validated using micro-benchmarks and two full streaming applications. While evidence has been shown for the estimation of the service rate’s central moment and its variance, efficient methods also exist for streaming computation of higher moments [153]. Using the method of moments along with some simple classification, it should be clear that online distribution selection can be performed using the techniques described within this work as a basis, then extending them to include higher moment estimation. RaftLib currently supports the methods described here. Future work, and extensions to RaftLib’s instrumentation system, will include higher moment estimation.

Parallelization decisions can easily benefit from the information that this method provides. Instead of relying on static (compile time) information, decisions can now be made with up-to-date data improving optimality of the execution. Related, but not shown here, is the ability of this process to instrument streams entering or exiting a TCP stack. It is assumed that there should be no difference in monitoring user-space queues feeding data into a TCP link. An open question is exactly how best to synchronize the ingress and egress transaction data.

In conclusion, we’ve demonstrated a probabilistic heuristic that under most conditions can estimate the service rate of compute kernels executing within a streaming system while that application is executing. It has been demonstrated to be effective using micro-benchmarks and two full applications. The next chapter examines some methods to perform online stochastic model selection for stream processing systems. Using these methods, we also show that when our instrumentation unknowingly fails, that a properly trained statistical model can tell us.
Chapter 7

Model Selection

When do you trust a model is a fundamental question. With modern computing systems, there are countless abstraction layers between what is observed and what we think we are modeling. Choices must be made in the modeling process, one of the most important is finding the right abstraction level to model a phenomena. Ignoring intermediate layers of abstraction, however means that assumptions are being made which may or may not be met. More disconcerting are assumptions that were never considered, but should have been. Chapter 4 describes a network flow model which works quite well for the applications tested. Chapter 4 also described the application of some very simple queueing models, through careful offline testing, all the modeling assumptions were verified. What actually happened was less than stellar performance because the environment changed at run-time. What we want is a way to tell when these types of events are probable. Even more useful would be a way to divine this while an application is executing (or online). This chapter discusses the application of two machine learning techniques: Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM), for the purpose of assessing the usability of performance models.

Machine learning methods are great at predicting patterns, indeed another name for the field is pattern recognition. What patterns can our ML processes hope to find within the data? To find this pattern we launched an almost exhaustive search. We focused on finding a noise pattern that was repeatable, predictable, and useful for prediction. Furthermore, we decided to focus on an easier target than predicting the worst case deviations, and focus on the best possible case for noise within a compute system. After tilting at dozens of windmills, our quest was successful. Chapter 4 describes this noise distribution, its application and how it can be used to predict a priori if a particular stochastic queueing model can be applied.
Figure 7.1: In order to automatically tune systems, models must be selected to estimate performance. In this chapter, we show that characteristics extracted from computer systems, and the applications running on them can be combined to create a “fingerprint” which is classified as belonging to one model class or another.

The modified Levy distribution described late in Chapter 4 is shown to be a good approximation of the best case execution time variation. This is the best case, the least noise we can expect from a given system. We also demonstrated how it could be used to accept or reject a queueing model using Kulback-Leibler divergence. This is, however, expensive for non-normal distributions. Chapter 7 looks at ways to improve our understanding of where we can and cannot use a model by “finger-printing” compute systems with features that are extracted from the target system. These fingerprints are used to train a machine learning process to decide which model to use. We posit that with online tuning, there are simply too many parameters to consider when attempting to model a modern computer system fast enough to return actionable results, so we turn to pattern recognition and automated classification. Figure 7.1 shows the process at a high level, the following sections will delve deeper.
7.1 Stochastic Models and Streaming Applications

Successful application of a stochastic queueing model often requires knowledge of many factors that are unknowable without extensive application and hardware characterization. Extensive characterization, is quite expensive (both in time and effort) when considering streaming applications of any appreciable size (or even standard applications [107]). Complicating matters further is that each streaming application could require that multiple models be selected in order to fully model its performance; each with its own assumptions and parameters that must be quantified before use. Even when modeling assumptions are verified offline, often they are broken by unpredictable behavior (as was the case in Chapter 4) that can occur during execution. This chapter introduces a machine learning method for classifying the reliability of stochastic queueing models for stream processing systems.

![Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 7.2:** The top image is an example of a simple streaming system with two compute kernels (labeled A & B). The bottom image is the resulting queue with arrival process A (emanating from compute kernel A) and server B. For more complex systems this becomes a queueing network.

Streams allocated within a streaming application can be modeled as a stochastic queueing network for which there are well understood relationships between input arrival rates, computational service rates, queue occupancies, etc., in the steady state. Some streaming systems can even re-allocate buffers during execution to tune the size based on the environment. Each resizing operation takes precious time, so model based approaches are preferred. Hand selection of performance models for these applications is clearly impractical (hundreds of queues, each with a unique environment). Offline modeling attempts are often thwarted by dynamic characteristics present within the system that were not included in the model. This chapter outlines what is perhaps an easier route. Utilizing features easily extracted from a system along with a streaming approximation of non-blocking service rate to form a unique system fingerprint, we show that two differing machine learning mechanisms: Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) can identify where a
model can and cannot be used. First the main case of identifying where a stochastic model can and cannot be used is examined. Second, we examine the trustworthiness of the online service rate instrumentation described in Chapter 6. Results are shown that demonstrate that both machine learning methods are generalizable to multiple operating systems and hardware types.

7.2 Stochastic Queueing Model Selection

7.2.1 Methodology

For most stream processing systems (including RaftLib) the queues between compute kernels are directly implied as a result of application construction. The stochastic mean queue occupancy models under consideration are intended for systems at steady state. In order to have some form of steady state, consider only a brief moment of time. It is assumed that most systems will have at least a small moment of steady state followed by a shift. Integrated over time this might appear to be a non-steady state, but zooming into a small window of time reveals more stable behavior. Applications whose behavior is too erratic to have any steady state behavior over any period of time are not good candidates for these models or this method.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the set of features which are used to train our machine learning models. One of the most important features used within our models is the service rate of the up and downstream kernels. Methods to divine service rates are discussed at length within Chapter 6. Architectural features of a specific platform such as cache size are used as features, all can be obtained with very low overhead (and often statically). All of our features can be found using either literature search or directly by querying the hardware. Platforms where this information is unknown are avoided, however a surfeit of such platforms exists (see Table 7.1). Processor specific performance counters (from open source tools such as PAPI [139]) could have been used, and this is left to future work. It is quite possible that additional features could improve specificity or generalizability. Working under the assumption that accurate determination of service rate distribution (through moment matching or
Implicit within most stochastic queueing models (save for the circumstance of a deterministic queue) is that $\rho < 1$ to obtain a finite queue. It is expected that either ML process should be able to find this relationship based upon the training process. It is shown in Section 7.2.4 that this is indeed the case. If deciding on a queueing model were as simple as selecting one class for $\rho \geq 1$ and another for $\rho < 1$ then the methods described in this chapter would be relatively inconsequential. However we also assume that the ML process is not explicitly told what the actual service process distributions are of the compute kernels modulating data arrival and service so this relationship is not quite so binary. It is also shown in the results that training the SVM with broader distributions slightly decreases the overall classification accuracy while increasing the generalizability of the trained SVM. It is assumed that a similar relationship holds for the ANN approach.

Once trained, the parameters are supplied to a machine learning process (either SVM or ANN) which will label each parameter combination as being “usable” or “not” for the stochastic queueing model (in our case the $M/D/1$ and $M/M/1$ models) for which the ML process is trained. The results for both the SVM and ANN are evaluated based on frequency of Type 1 and Type 2 errors. The worst case for our selection process is positively identifying a model for a particular queue for which it wasn’t suited. In this case we use a model erroneously and tune to false specifications. On the other end of the spectrum are false negatives, where we reject a model. In the worst case for this scenario, the fall back of branch and bound search in many cases can be used. False positives should be driven to a minimum. A few false negatives are acceptable. First we’ll cover the hardware and software techniques utilized to produce a fingerprint for classification, followed by discussion of the support vector machine, then the artificial neural network.

### 7.2.2 Support Vector Machine

A SVM is a method to separate a multi-dimensional set of data into two classes by a separating hyperplane. It works by maximizing the margin between the hyperplane and the support vectors closest to the plane. The theory behind these are covered by relevant texts
on the subject 53, 191. An SVM labels an observation with a learned class label based on the solution to Equation (7.1) 29, 51 (the dual form is given, $\mathbf{e}$ is a vector of ones of length $l$, $Q$ is an $l \times l$ matrix defined by $Q_{i,j} \leftarrow y_i y_j K(x_i, x_j)$ $K$ is a kernel function, specific symbolic names match those of 46). A common parameter selected to optimize the performance of the SVM is the penalty parameter, $C$, discussed further in Section 7.2.4.

$$
\min_{\alpha} \frac{1}{2} \alpha^T Q \alpha - \mathbf{e}^T \alpha \\
\text{subject to } 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq C, i = 1, \ldots, l, 
$$

(7.1)

$$
K(x, y) = e^{-\gamma ||x-y||^2}, y > 0.
$$

(7.2)

A Radial Basis Function (RBF, 171, Equation (7.2)) is used to map attributes to features. The parameter $\gamma$ is optimized separately in order to maximize the performance of the SVM/Kernel combination. In order to train and test the SVM a set of micro-benchmarks and full benchmark streaming applications (described below) are used. All are authored using the RaftLib library in C++ and compiled using g++ using the -O1 optimization flag.

A micro-benchmark (with the topology shown in Figure 7.2) has the advantage of a user specified service distribution for both compute kernels A and B. A synthetic workload for each compute kernel is composed of a simple busy-wait loop whose looping is dependent on a random number generator (either Exponential, Gaussian, Deterministic, or a mixture of multiple random distributions are produced). Simple workloads similar to those used within the real applications also constitute up to 5% of the micro-benchmark loop workloads. Data
exiting the servers are limited to one 8-byte item per firing. A dense matrix multiply and Rabin-Karp string search application are used as described in Chapter 6.

### 7.2.3 Data Collection & Hardware

Using benchmarking the applications enumerated above, we were able to collect a variety of features from each platform using a myriad of methods ranging from system calls through architecture-specific methods. Service rate is also used, which is approximated online via methods described in Chapter 6. The number of features which coalesce to form a fingerprint prohibit their complete enumeration, however some of the more pertinent ones include: service rate, instruction set architecture, cache hierarchy sizes, operating system (OS) and version, scheduler, and main memory available (further enumerated in Figure 7.3).

To collect mean queue occupancy, a separate monitor thread is used for each queue to sample the occupancy over the course of the application. For both real and synthetic applications, the service times of micro-benchmark compute kernels are verified via monitoring the arrival and departure rate of data from each kernel with a non-blocking infinite queue (implemented by ignoring the read and write pointers) in addition to the online measurements (double verification). All timing is performed using the POSIX.1-2001 `clock_gettime()` function with a real time system clock using the setup described in Chapter 6. The CPU time stamp counter could have also been used, however the system call is more portable across the varied architecture types used during testing.

Relying on measurements from only one hardware type or operating system would undoubtedly bias any classification algorithm. To reduce the chance of bias for one particular platform, empirical data are collected from platforms with the processors and operating systems listed in Table 7.1. For all tests either the Linux or Apple OS X versions of the completely fair scheduler are used. To unbias the results further, task parallel sections of each application are replicated varying numbers of times (up to $2x$ the number of physical processor cores available). Application kernels are run “un-pinned.” That is, the compute core which each executes on is assigned by the operating system and not by the user (although the core from which timing is determined is “pinned”. Presumably more stable queueing model classification could be obtained by “pinning” each compute kernel to dedicated cores, however
Table 7.1: Summary of processor types and operating systems used for both the micro-benchmark and application data collection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Processor Type</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Kernel Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P_1</td>
<td>Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_2</td>
<td>Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2376</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_3</td>
<td>Intel Xeon X5472</td>
<td>Darwin (OS X)</td>
<td>13.1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_4</td>
<td>Dual-Core AMD Opteron 2218</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_5</td>
<td>ARM1176JZF-S</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.10.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_6</td>
<td>Dual-Core AMD Opteron 2222 SE</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_7</td>
<td>IBM Power PC 970</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_8</td>
<td>Six-Core AMD Opteron 2431</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_9</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5345</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_10</td>
<td>Intel Xeon CPU E3-1225</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_11</td>
<td>Dual Core AMD Opteron 875</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_12</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 6136</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_13</td>
<td>ARM Cortex-A9</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_14</td>
<td>Intel Core i5 M540</td>
<td>Darwin (OS X)</td>
<td>13.1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_15</td>
<td>AMD Opteron 6272</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_16</td>
<td>Six-Core AMD Opteron 2435</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>3.0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_17</td>
<td>Dual Core AMD Opteron 280</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_18</td>
<td>Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2387</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_19</td>
<td>Dual-Core AMD Opteron 2220</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_20</td>
<td>Dual-Core AMD Opteron 8214</td>
<td>Linux</td>
<td>2.6.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is not a realistic environment for many platforms which have no provision for locking a thread to a particular core.

Micro-benchmark data are collected from all of the platforms in Table 7.1. Matrix multiply and Rabin-Karp Search data are collected from platforms 2, 8, 10, and 15. In all, approximately 45,000 observations were made for the micro-benchmark application. This data is divided using a uniform random process into two sets with a 20%/80% split. The set with 20% of the data is used for training the ML method and the 80% is set aside as a testing set. To give an idea of the range with which the ML methods are trained, the micro-benchmark training set has the following specifications: approximately 8,200 observations, server utilization ranges from close to zero to greater than one and distributions vary widely (a randomized mix of Gaussian, deterministic, and the model’s expected exponential distribution as well as some mixture distributions). For each of the other two applications, the SVM trained exclusively on the training micro-benchmark data (same training set as above) is used.
7.2.4 SVM and Training

Before the SVM can be trained as to which set of attributes to assign to a class, a label must be provided. The two classes, “use” and “don’t use” are encoded as a binary one and zero respectively. The SVM is trained to identify one stochastic model at a time (i.e., either “use” or “don’t use” for $M/M/1$ or $M/D/1$ but not both at the same time). In order to label the data-set as to which queueing model to use, a fixed difference is used. If the actual observed queue occupancy is within $n \leftarrow 5$ items, then the model is deemed acceptable otherwise false. A percentage based function for $l$ shows a similar trend. After sampled mean queue occupancy is used for labeling purposes, it is removed from the data set presented to the SVM.

Feature selection is a very hot topic of research [86]. There are several methods that could be used including (but not limited to) Pearson correlation coefficients, Fisher information criterion score [49], Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic [47]. Our selected feature set has a total of 35 linearly independent variables. The rest of the features exhibit weak non-linear dependence between variables. Extensive cross-validation followed by evaluating the Fisher information criterion score showed that the training data relied extensively on 67 of our candidate features. Most notably the variables that indicated the type of processor, operating system kernel version and cache size ranked highest followed closely by amount of main memory and total number of processes on the system. During the training phase we noted that despite the Fisher information criteria results, the additional 9 features provided a significant increase in correct classification, therefore all 76 are used as opposed to the reduced set selected via statistical feature selection.

For all data sets (and all attributes contained in each set) the values are linearly scaled in the range $[-1000, 1000]$ (see [185]). This causes a slight loss of information, however it does prevent extreme values from biasing the training process and reduces the precision necessary for the representation. Once all the data are scaled, there are a few SVM specific parameters that must be optimized in order to maximize classification performance ($\gamma$ and $C$). We use a branch and bound search for the best parameters for both the RBF Kernel ($\gamma \leftarrow 4$) and for the penalty parameter ($C \leftarrow 32768$). The branch and bound search is performed by training and cross-validating the SVM using various values of $\gamma$ and $C$ for the training data set discussed above. The SVM framework utilized in this work is sourced from LIBSVM [46].
SVM Results

To evaluate how effective a SVM is for model reliability classification we’ll compare the class label predicted by the SVM compared to that of ground truth as determined by the labeling process. If the queueing model is usable and the predicted class is “use” then we have a true positive (TP). Consequently the rest of the error types true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) follow this pattern.

The micro-benchmark data (Micro\textsuperscript{test}) consists of queues whose servers have widely varying distributions and server utilizations. As enumerated in Figure 7.4, the SVM correctly predicts (TP or TN) 88.1\% of the test instances for the M/M/1 model and 83.4\% for the M/D/1 model. Overall these results are quite good compared to manual selection [19]. Not only do these results improve upon manual mean queue occupancy predictions, they are actually faster since the user doesn’t have to evaluate the service time and arrival process distributions, and they can be done online while the application is executing.

![Figure 7.4: Summary of overall classification rate by error category. In general the correct classification is quite high $TP + TN > 83\%$ in all cases.](image)

Server utilization ($\rho$) is a classic and simple test to divine if a mean queue length model is suitable. At high $\rho$ it is assumed that the M/M/1 and M/D/1 models can diverge widely from reality. It is therefore assumed that our SVM should be able to discern this intuition from its training without being given the logic via human intervention. Figure 7.5 shows a box and whisker plot for the error types separated by $\rho$. As expected the middle $\rho$ ranges offer the most true positive results. Also expected is the correlation between high $\rho$ and true negatives. Slightly unexpected was the relationship between $\rho$ and false positives.

Directly addressing the performance and confidence of the SVM is the probability of class assignment. Given the high numbers of TP and TN it would be useful to know how confident
Figure 7.5: Summary of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), false negative (FN) classifications for the $M/M/1$ (left) and $M/D/1$ (right) queueing models for the microbenchmark’s single queue by server utilization $\rho$ demonstrating empirically that the SVM can recognize the instability of these models at high $\rho$.

The SVM is in placing each of these feature sets into a category. Probability estimates are not directly provided by the SVM; however, there are a variety of methods which can generate a probability of class assignment \[199\]. We use the median class assignment probability for each error category as it is a bit more robust to outliers than the mean. For the $M/M/1$ model we have the following median probabilities: TP = 99.5%, TN = 99.9%, FP = 62.4% and FN = 99.8%. The last number must be taken with caution given that there are only 79 observations in the FN category for $M/M/1$. For the $M/M/1$ FP it is good to see that these were low probability classifications on average, perhaps with more training and refinement these might be reduced. For the $M/D/1$ classification, probabilities mirror those of the $M/M/1$: TP=95.9%, TN=95.8%, FP=50.9%, FN=85.3%. The same qualification applies to the $M/D/1$ trained SVM for the FN probabilities as the FN category only contains 39 examples. Calculating probabilities is expensive relative to simply training the SVM and using it. It could however lead to a way to reduce the number of false positives. Placing a limit of $p = .65$ for positive classification reduces false positives by an additional 95% for the micro-benchmark data. Post processing based on probability has the benefit of moving this method from slightly conservative to very conservative if high precision is required, albeit at a slight increase in computational cost.

The full application results are consistent with those of the micro-benchmark applications. Each application is run with a varying number of compute kernels with its queue occupancies sampled. Table 7.2 breaks the application results into categories by model and application. Due to the processor configuration and high data rates with this application all examples are tested with a high server utilization. One trend that is not surprising is the lack of
true positives within Table 7.2. The application as designed has very high throughput, consequently all servers are highly utilized. In these cases ($\rho$ close to 1), it is expected that neither of these models is usable. As is the case for the micro-benchmark data, the overall correct classification rates are high for both applications and models tested.

Table 7.2: % SVM classification rate for application data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Correct Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Multiply</td>
<td>$M/M/1$</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>75.2%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Multiply</td>
<td>$M/D/1$</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>83.9%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>89.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabin-Karp</td>
<td>$M/M/1$</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabin-Karp</td>
<td>$M/D/1$</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>87.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One potential pitfall of this method is the training process. What would happen if the model is trained with too few distributions and configurations. To test this a set of the training data from a single distribution (the exponential) is labeled in order to train another SVM explicitly for the $M/M/1$ model. We then apply this to two differing test sets. The first is data drawn from an exponential distribution and the second is data drawn from many distributions (training data is excluded from all test sets). The resulting classification rates are shown in Table 7.3. Two trends are apparent: specifically training with a single distribution increases the accuracy when attempting to classify for only the distribution for which the model was trained, and conversely lack of training diversity increases the frequency of false positives when attempting use the SVM to classify models with distributional assumptions that it have not been trained for. Unlike the false positives seen in prior sets, these are high confidence predictions that post processing for classification probability will not significantly improve. One thing is clear, training with as many service rate distributions as possible and as many configurations tends to improve the generalizability of the SVM for our application.

Table 7.3: % for SVM predictions with SVM trained only with servers having an exponential distribution and tested as indicated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dist.</th>
<th># obs.</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Correct Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exp.</td>
<td>3249</td>
<td>$M/M/1$</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many</td>
<td>6297</td>
<td>$M/M/1$</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our method is currently only applicable online to queues with sufficient local steady state behavior for the instrumentation in Chapter 6 to converge or to applications will well characterized steady state workloads. To show what happens when a local steady state is not reached we will use the Rabin-Karp string searching kernel and change the packet to be
extremely large proportionate to the size of the data set. This results in fewer data packets sent from the source kernel to the “rolling-hash” kernel and no steady state. The resulting observed queue occupancies are much lower than what is calculated by either queueing model. Applying an $M/M/1$ mean queue occupancy model to this application will still result in a queue which is sized for the mean potential occupancy. Table 7.4 shows the result of attempting to evaluate the SVM against a queue that has not reached steady state. As a consequence of the streaming streaming service rate approximation method, it is knowable when the application has reached at least a local steady state and this condition can generally be avoided.

Table 7.4: % for SVM evaluated against a Rabin-Karp string search algorithm that has not reached steady state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>#obs</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Correct Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M/M/1$</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M/D/1$</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2.5 Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

An artificial neural network is a method of using a collection of nodes (mathematical functions) which inter-connect to mimic what is thought to be the functioning of a biological neural network [26]. ANN(s) have been used extensively in pattern recognition of all types, and once trained have often been more effective at finding patterns than the previously mentioned SVM approach [102]. The other advantage of an ANN is that they are very amenable to development in hardware [48], and as such might present an avenue for extremely low overhead decision making if said hardware is ever incorporated into main stream SoCs.

Due to the complexity of the ANN’s under consideration, it is relatively difficult to describe the network fully in concrete terms, however here are the relevant specs for our model: 76 surface nodes, 2 hidden layers of 228 nodes each, and two output nodes (one for each class). Our activation function (for both stochastic models) is a linear rectifier function (a.k.a., the softplus function [66]). The L1 and L2 regularizers are 0 and .1 respectively.
ANN and Training

Given the success of the SVM, what we really want to show is that the ANN is at least equivalent to the SVM for this application, and that the results garnered from the SVM approach aren’t simply some artifact of the experimental setup. The ANN is trained from the same microbenchmark data pool as the SVM. The data are re-partitioned using a uniform random process into training and testing sets. The training set contains 20% of the data whereas the testing set contains the rest. Once partitioned, numerical data are scaled to a range of $[-1000, 1000]$, just as the SVM data.

ANN Results

Figure 7.6 shows classification accuracy for our neural network for the two stochastic models. The overall accuracy for the ANN trained for the $M/M/1$ model is 80.8%, whereas the $M/D/1$ sits at approximately 79.2%. Neither of these results is quite as good as that of the SVM, however much time can be spent optimizing the parameters and error functions of the neural net (as well as the activation functions) which was not taken in our case. The SVM our ANN is compared to had been highly optimized for it’s expected task (optimized parameters, not over-trained).

What is surprising with the ANN are the relatively high numbers of false positives for both types of stochastic model. For the Neural Network to be truly effective, these would have to be diminished. False negatives are an okay condition, the end result of which is a slightly longer but conservative optimization process. False positives could lead to a mis-allocated buffer, resulting in sub-optimal performance, mis-managed resources or both.

7.3 Conclusions & Future Work

We have shown a working example of the use of a SVM to classify a stochastic queuing model’s reliability for a particular queue within a streaming application that is usable online. This same concept was tried again with a differing classification approach, an artificial neural network. Both methods worked quite well, and once trained are fast to classify their targets.
Both methods enable fast online modeling and re-optimization of stream processing systems (with the caveat that the ANN is slightly worse with more false positives). Across multiple hardware types, operating systems, and applications we’ve shown that hardware and software fingerprints can be used to classify the reliability of a stochastic queueing model.

This work chose to largely ignore the actual distribution of each compute kernel. What would happen if we knew the underlying distribution of the service and arrival process for each compute kernel in the system? Manually determining the distributions of each compute kernel and retraining the SVM with this knowledge for the $M/M/1$ model we arrive at a 96.6% correct classification rate. This works just as well for the $M/D/1$ model where we observed 96.4% of the queues being correctly classified as either “use” or “don’t use.” It should be noted that in neither case was the SVM given knowledge that the model it was receiving was for one distribution or another. One obvious path for future work is faster and lower overhead process distribution estimation. Mathematically this can be done with the method of moments, what is left is an engineering challenge.

Empirical data could also be seen as a weakness of our approach since it is obviously finite in its coverage of the combinatorial plethora of possible configurations. We trained our SVM and ANN using as wide a variety of configurations as possible, however the permutations of possible application configurations are quite high. Other combinations of applications could provide slightly differing results. Our choices of attributes is limited to what the hardware and operating system could provide. Omniscient knowledge of the system would obviously
be helpful, it is possible that future platforms will provide more robust identification and monitoring features which could improve the training and classification process.

In conclusion we have demonstrated an automated way to classify the reliability of stochastic queueing models for streaming systems. We have shown that it can be done, and that in many cases it works quite well for the applications and configurations tested.
Chapter 8

Online Tuning: Putting It All Together

Throughout the course of this dissertation we’ve shown several methods that enable online tuning of stream processing systems. Specifically we’ve looked at allocating buffers within a streaming system. We’ve shown methods to approximate the throughput through a queueing network using network flow models. We came up with a new closed form distribution to model the best case execution time (service time) variation, and demonstrated how to apply that variation to deciding whether or not to use a particular stochastic queueing model. Next we gave techniques that enable low overhead service rate determination while an application is executing and in the last chapter it was shown that several machine learning techniques can successfully determine when a model is or is not reliable using fingerprints extracted from the system. In this chapter we will conclude by applying several of the techniques elaborated on in other chapters, comparing RaftLib’s adaptive behavior to an optimal found through complete enumeration.

8.1 Online Modeling of Streaming Systems

The one certainty in life besides death is change. Things will change around us, whether that be the whether or more drastic phenomena. This is true for applications that we run on computers. The beautiful abstractions that we’ve built our computational houses upon invite change. Much of it is hidden, dynamic, and some of it relatively random. What we want are robust applications that can roll with the punches that they receive; gracefully reacting and adapting to the bumps that they encounter. That is the main point of our
online modeling efforts, online modeling so that our run-time can make the best decisions for our applications as possible with as little overhead as possible. We’ll show that our online efforts can come close to the results produced by complete enumeration of the design space. I’ve mentioned that environments change for applications. In the next few paragraphs I’ll outline some of the environmental stimuli, why they’re important, and a few real examples as to why they matter. I’ll give a few reasons behind why these are not fleeting examples, but ones that will continue and multiply as technology advances. Lastly I’ll give a few examples as to how RaftLib can adapt based on the technologies that we’ve developed within this thesis.

Increasingly architectures have multiple types of functional units. The big.LITTLE architecture from ARM, and the shared floating point unit architecture of AMD are but two notable examples. These carry with them the promise of power savings and efficiency but they also present challenges for streaming applications. Namely that the apparent service rates for each kernel can change based on contention for the floating point units (AMD architecture) or if the kernel is migrated (involuntarily) from a robust A57 to a more efficient A53 compute core (ARM architecture). These two examples aren’t some fleeting trend, these heterogeneous architectures are arriving from multiple vendors in response to tighter budgets and energy efficiency requirements. Similar to this is dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) which can change performance characteristics of a core, which in turn changes the apparent service rate. DVFS is common to almost every modern multi-core processor.

Changes in workload within a system are common. On cloud systems this is the norm, clusters are not producing unless they are computing. With each scheduled job on a system the amount of compute time available to each thread (assuming fair scheduling) is lessened. This results in an effective lessening of the service rate for the kernel that experiences a smaller time quanta each time it is scheduled. The same behavior applies to other finite resources as well such as physical memory, cache lines (which can be polluted by other processes) and even things like load/store queues can become bottlenecks. Freeing up memory for other tasks, as well as providing adequate buffering capacity within each queue is critical to the performance of the application (smaller queues decrease the memory footprint, increasing cache utilization whereas larger buffers can improve throughput).
8.1.1 Why is online tuning important?

Workload characterization is hard \cite{37}. The characterization takes time, it is expensive and it is critical to the current state of the art tuning methods \cite{63}. Characterizations are unfortunately ephemeral, valid only for the architecture on which the application was characterized. Moving from one architecture to another requires more characterization. The expense doesn’t stop at re-characterization, it is also in re-factoring. Once the applications are characterized, a code re-write is often in order to take advantage of new hardware. The vision of RaftLib is to create a tuning system that enables a programmer to write kernels once (focusing only on the kernel) then optimize the parallel network as much as possible once written. No offline characterization is needed, the user simply hits go and given enough time the runtime adapts to the hardware it is given.

8.1.2 Adaption Types

RaftLib is a multi-dimensional adapter. It can adapt by changing buffer sizes (up or down), modify placement of compute kernels, and duplicate compute kernels while executing. In this subsection I’ll discuss the highlights of each and brief methodology for those techniques not explicitly highlighted in other sections so that the results shown will have context.

Multiple buffers exist within a streaming application (whether explicit or implicit), queueing behavior naturally results from the interaction of multiple asynchronous threads/kernels. Each buffer has some optimal sizing that will allow the sender and receiver to execute at some optimal performance (for some definition of optimality, and with the performance gains arising from reduced blocking which occurs with bursty transmissions). RaftLib uses branch and bound search and model based techniques to find an approximately optimal buffer while the application is executing, not just once but continually until the application is finished executing. RaftLib adapts buffers through a combined monitoring effort. Queues are monitored for mean occupancy, if it is above $k$ percent for $n$ observations then the queue is resized. If service rate information is unavailable, then a branching approach is taken as the default. Conversely if queues are over-provisioned the opposite action is taken and the queue is downsized. If service rate information is available, then a SVM is utilized to choose a model. If either model is available then we select the fastest to compute (determined via static profiling and saved as a profile for each machine when RaftLib is setup). If no model
is usable, then the fallback is again branch and bound. There is of course an engineering limit imposed on the buffers, which is set to avoid impossible memory allocations (i.e., above user limits, or above that allowed by virtual and physical memory) which for our adaptation experiments is set to 16 MB.

The duplication of compute resources is determined independently (separably) from buffer sizing. This simplifies the solution and exposition considerably (in reality duplication and sizing are inextricably linked, and the independent solution to duplication leads to an automatic correction of the buffer capacity, i.e., buffers that were once always full now have a lesser arrival rate). Not being the primary subject of this thesis, the logic for duplication is quite simple. If the service rate monitoring is available for the downstream kernel, then it is used, otherwise indirect measures such as queue occupancy are used. If the queues downstream are 50% full for \( k \) monitoring cycles then the upstream kernel is duplicated if the run-time determines that it is duplicable. If service rate information is available (i.e. turned on and recently converged) then a flow model analysis tells the runtime if any additional gains can be made through duplication.

Obviously duplication might result in a run-time wanting to move the kernel to a new processor. The following is only applicable to operating systems which allow thread “pinning” such as Linux/Unix variants. Assigning kernels to processors is a partitioning problem, discussed in Chapter 3. I’ve largely side-stepped the partitioning problem since in and of itself, is a large, rich subject. RaftLib uses a very simplistic partitioning scheme based on minimizing the communications distance between nodes (partition provided by the Scotch partitioning framework). The partition Scotch returns maps which kernels are assigned to each compute core. This however is only done offline (for the initial partition). Partitioning using this method is rather slow compared to the time in which we have to make an assignment decision, therefore when duplicating and assigning only neighboring cores are considered. Online duplication decisions are based on flow model results, with the theoretical duplicate core placed in the flow model as having an identical service rate to its clone (with appropriate sharing model applied as described in Chapter 4). Movement of extant kernels is also possible, however the logic that determines core assignment is biased against moving. In our experiments the bias is set at a 15% probability of moving based on a uniform random number generator. This is a simple engineering solution to reduce the probability of frequent core migrations, which would otherwise have a deleterious effect on cache utilization.
8.1.3 Evaluation Methodology

The hardware used for all empirical evaluation is listed in Table 6.3. All code is compiled with the “-O2” compiler flag using the Clang compiler (version 3.5). For test applications, we will use the Boyer-Moore-Horspool string searching algorithm (fully described in Chapter 3). Both have the desired characteristic in that they can produce very high throughput rates in string search and workloads that are variable depending on the composition of the corpus being searched. The corpus searched is the set of all posts from a popular programming help site [178] (data set is cut to exactly 23 GB).

In order to judge how well our online adaptation works, we need a baseline for the application on the specified hardware. To do this a complete enumeration is done with the following limits:

1. number of threads is limited to the number of cores on each machine
2. buffer size for each buffer is capped to 4096 elements of each type, the step size is 16
3. core selection for each thread is selected by a uniform random process

8.1.4 Adaption Results

Figure 8.1 shows the baseline for a fairly complete enumeration 1 – 14 cores (note: 1 core masked for interrupts not used and one core was reserved for receiving timing data and handling I/O calls to the OS so as not to disturb the measurements). Complete enumeration found the highest throughput of 10.93 GB/s with no statistically significant gain moving from 10 threads to 11. Zooming in on the tail of Figure 8.1 the step pattern of the larger graph is seen very clearly. this is the increment in thread count, with the slow curve representing the increase in buffer size. The buffer size for this throughput varied between 3088 and 4096 elements whereas the placement favored the string searching kernels being very close to the data source and the reducer being further away which is what would be expected from cooperative caching.
Figure 8.1: Complete enumeration of the Boyer-Moore-Horspool string search (with the caveats enumerated in the text). The min execution time (lower dotted line) is found at 2.105 s, the max at 14.790 s (upper dotted line) representing a maximum throughput for the data set size of 10.93 GB/s and minimum of 1.55 GB/s.

The enumeration result represents a slight improvement in the performance from the earlier benchmarking in Chapter 3 of RaftLib’s dynamic adaptation, in fact this shows that for this platform, RaftLib is able achieve 73% of fully optimal throughput. These earlier experiments, however left the kernels “un-pinned” and did not allow auto-parallelization since a comparison against Apache Spark was the goal (per thread performance). It is expected that starting with a reduced level of parallelism and increasing it will hurt performance, while starting with a relatively optimal partition and keeping close to it will improve it.

The results of RaftLib dynamically adapting (starting with only three compute kernels at the beginning of execution) and scaling up to 11 matching kernels (along with the data source and join kernels, cloning events shown in timeline in Figure 8.3) are fairly good overall. Queue sizing events are likewise plotted on a timeline in Figure 8.4 resultant queue sizes fell in the range 2880 elements through 64128 while starting at a uniform 64 elements per queue. The overall execution time for this example is 2.92 s which results in a throughput with this data-set of 7.96 GB/s. This is 72% of optimal throughput which is quite good considering the topology started off identical to the 1.55 GB/s topology timed as part of the complete enumeration. The auto-parallelization of kernels, at least in this limited case, only decreased performance by 1% compared to the statically parallel execution of the same algorithm described in Chapter 3. It is highly probable (given the probabilities of lock contention for adding, and allocating new kernels), that more overhead could be associate with larger graphs.
Figure 8.2: Zoomed in tail of Figure 8.1 showing the long flat step between thread counts. At each thread count increase there is a precipitous drop followed by a slow curving increase as buffer sizes are increased and performance improves gradually. The last drop is followed by a no improvement with increased thread counts for this particular architecture.

Figure 8.3: Parallel event monitor thread, which is responsible for duplication and core assignment, recorded 11 total kernel duplication events. Most were quite early on, but by 4 ms the parallelism level is unchanged, even though the monitor thread is still running and monitoring the system.

Figure 8.4: Queue resizing events for optimal run of Boyer-Moore-Horspool, queue sizes ranged from 2880 elements through 64128 elements. After the end of the timeline, the monitor thread is still running but no further resizing events were recorded.
Outside of this exemplar, multiple executions of RaftLib optimized Boyer-Moore-Horspool fell in the range of 2.92 s through 4.24 s.

8.2 Conclusions

In this chapter we demonstrated that the technologies described in previous chapters can work together to form a coherent, adaptive system. The instrumentation, modeling, model selection, and run-time complement each other. We showed that RaftLib can adapt to within 28% of optimal, completely while executing. Searching for the optimal configuration (despite limiting the available knobs) took just over a week (executing each configuration 100 x to ensure statistically sound time averages). While empirical and subject to the whimsies of probability, this is definitely a success.
Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis we described a new stream processing library (RaftLib) which enables integration of classic stream processing within legacy C++ environments. With this library came the promise of an auto-tuned execution on multi-core processor cores. To live up to this promise we explored techniques for fast and “accurate-enough” modeling. In this section we summarize the contributions of each chapter, discuss how they fit together, and lastly conclude with a section on where future work may lie.

9.1 Conclusions

In Chapter 1 we promised a streaming system that could be tuned without any user intervention save for authoring, compiling, and executing. In Chapter 3 we described the streaming framework, some implementation details, and a benchmark comparing it to another leading streaming frameworks. Overall, RaftLib compared quite favorably in performance. Leading up to that performance, however, were many models, methods and techniques that were left to subsequent chapters. First, some models needed to describe the performance (throughput) of streaming applications had to be developed (see Chapter 4).

In Chapter 4 we described an extension of techniques first described in Operations Research literature (the use of flow models to approximate throughput through a queueing network). Our primary contribution was the extension of these prior works by utilizing a gain/loss flow model and our unique contribution was the addition of routing constraints which requires one additional pass through the graph to arrive at an appropriate throughput. We demonstrated through empirical evaluation that our method does indeed work well, however we found our
estimates of buffer capacity wanting. The estimates were generally sufficient to maintain maximum throughput, however they were generally huge. This wastes much space and after a point begins to stifle performance. In other cases the buffers were too small, which also restricts performance as blocking increases. To remedy this we began to dissect what went wrong in Chapter 5.

The worst case execution time problem has been studied for decades (see Chapters 2 and 5 for discussion). We chose to focus on the variation in the best case execution time, which we hoped would lead to a pattern which could be used to forecast if our characterizations made offline would hold in a dynamic online environment (see Chapter 5). We found that a Levy distribution fit the pattern quite well, however it also has infinite support (and no defined moments in general). To remedy this we defined a truncation based on millions of empirical execution observations. We further re-defined the distribution in terms of millions of empirical execution observations. We further re-defined the distribution in terms of threads assigned per core and the expected service time of each thread assigned. This redefinition led to the mLevy distribution, which is usable without expensive parameter fitting. We also demonstrated that the mLevy can be used to accept or reject a queueing model with offline analysis. This analysis, however was quite expensive. With the end goal being online modeling and tuning, faster methods are needed. First however, we needed some idea of the non-blocking service rate for each compute kernel. To do this we need to developed new instrumentation techniques.

In Chapter 6 we describe a way to approximate the non-blocking service rate of each kernel within a streaming system while the application is executing (online). We show that in many cases it is possible to get quite accurate estimates, and in the cases where convergence is impossible we suggest multiple techniques that can improve the estimates. Another contribution of this approach, over prior ones is that the instrumentation itself can be turned on and off dynamically, which when combined with control optimizations could reduce overhead even further. In addition to a mean and variance (which are provided via our instrumentation) it is also possible to estimate higher moments (now an engineering effort). With higher moments, the run-time can estimate the process distribution while executing. With a method to divine service rates in an online manner, now we need a faster method than those used in Chapter 5 to accept or reject performance models as usable. To do this we turned to machine learning.
The pattern of variation discovered in Chapter 5 was used with a metric called KL-divergence to assess at what point the distribution expected by the queueing model diverged too much from the distribution observed dynamically during execution. This method is extremely slow. Machine learning methods are very good at finding patterns and at classification when a pattern exists (such a pattern is suggested by Chapter 5). Using both support vector machine and neural network models, we demonstrated that machine learning approaches (when trained offline on a plethora of data) could indeed identify when a performance model is appropriately used. These methods are fairly quick to execute and classify (offline trained model used for online classification). The support vector machine approach (being the most accurate of the methods assessed) is incorporated into the RaftLib framework.

In Chapter 3 we ended with a set of benchmark experiments that demonstrated the performance of RaftLib using a range of thread counts against other popular frameworks. These experiments disabled thread-pinning and also auto-parallelization (so that we could compare exact thread to thread performance vs. the other frameworks). In Chapter 8 we put everything together. We start by executing an application that looks like a tandem queueing network, which quickly expands to absorb available computing power, moves the threads to locally optimal positions, and adjusts queue sizes for maximum throughput using model based calculations and bounding search as a fall-back methodology. Not surprisingly, the performance was slightly less than that shown in Chapter 3 (where the thread counts are selected for RaftLib), however it is 72% of optimal performance (determined through complete enumeration of the design space), and 50% in the worst outlier case. This is quite good for a system that tunes itself, with sub-second decisions and no human interaction other than authoring, compiling, and executing.

9.2 Future Work

This dissertation described some methods that reduce the cost of re-factoring and tuning performant parallel code. The attained tuning levels are excellent for a first start, however they are nowhere near the 99% of optimal performance attainment that a high performance computing center would expect. Not to trivialize the accomplishments enumerated in the previous section, but there are many research avenues that could potentially improve this number. First is optimizing the control loops so that the overhead of performing online
optimization can be reduced further. Second, integrating cache aware buffer allocations, and more optimal pre-fetching could improve performance. Third, improvements in language semantics that enable the compiler to make better optimization choices about where to place data could go a step towards improving the online optimization process before we ever get online.

Most modern systems (both commodity and special purpose) are non-uniform in processor type and memory access (also known as heterogeneous systems). Extracting performance from heterogeneous systems requires deep understanding of the interactions between hardware and software. Extracting performance is accomplished in two very different ways based on the user type. Advanced users require control, they have oracle knowledge of the application, and they want to use it. Novice users on the other hand often abuse advanced features to their detriment. Given the proliferation of massively parallel, heterogeneous hardware I would like to target the novice / intermediate level programmer with better languages for more efficient parallel programming. Looking past legacy code, I think there are better modalities on the horizon. How do we quantify which is the best? As a scientist I want to quantify what makes a language or programming modality “good.” Currently decisions about language/library semantics, and indeed adoption are largely aesthetically based (including those within RaftLib). I want to explore other things like crowd sourcing to quantify the “best” semantic constructs based upon some criteria (e.g., intuitiveness). Another avenue of research is complete language construction via crowd sourcing. New linguistic designs have the advantage of a clean slate design. How should parallel execution be specified (if at all)?

We’ve talked about buffer allocations within this dissertation as having a fixed size from moment to moment. How about compressed buffers? Much has been done on memory compression research, but very little on buffer compression in performance sensitive streaming applications. An interesting research question is if you can combine an online model based approach to determine if buffer compression is useful and when it is not. Can compressed buffers improve memory performance by reducing the overall amount of traffic? Concomitant to compression is reduction in memory traffic. Advances in compute near memory [80] have the potential to reduce memory traffic by making contiguous otherwise unwieldy access strides (e.g., convolutions and graph analytics). Giving these types of operations more efficient memory footprints might improve the adoption of stream processing for more than just classically streaming workloads.
While we’ve taken great pains to validate each portion of this work through empirical evaluation, any empirical validation is subject to change with differences in hardware/software systems. Future work might be to expand the training selection for our models to include more hardware types, scheduler types, and operating systems. In addition to more training, another addition from the work done in Chapter 7 could be to perform full model selection based on a set of models instead of simply assessing reliability.
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